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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the hybrid-linkage system
which interfaces the ASTRAC IX high-speed iterative differ
ential analyzer and the PDP-9 digital computer to form a
hybrid computing system.

The interface was developed in

the Analog/Hybrid Computer Laboratory at The University of
Arizona.
ASTRAC II is an iterative differential analyzer
capable of solving differential equations at iteration
rates as high as 1000 solutions per second.

The PDP-9

general purpose digital computer is a single-address, fixed
word length (l8 bits), parallel binary computer with l6 K
core memory.

The complete cycle time is 1 ^sec and the add

time is 2 |lsec.
The interface linking ASTRAC II and the PDP-9
enables each computer to control the other one and to
transfer data through program-controlled transfers and
program interrupts.

Data transfer between computers is

primarily the function of four 12-bit multiplying digitalto-analog converters (MDACs) and a 12-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) with four multiplexed analog inputs.

In

addition to hardwired control functions which cannot
normally be altered by the user, many control functions are
associated with a separate patchbay included in the

xii

xiii
interface.

The linkage patchbay helps to provide a very

flexible and yet easy-to-use interface which can be adapted
to a wide variety of hybrid-computer applications.
The paper discusses a number of applications for
which the hybrid computer is especially well-suited; these
include:

(1) computing statistics of simulated random

processes, (2) parameter optimization, and (3) optimization
of statistics.
considered.

Combined analog-digital simulation is also

The wideband 12-bit interface MDAC has been

specially designed for use with the high-speed ASTRAC II
computer; a detailed description of this MDAC design is
presented.
Two hybrid-computer applications are described as
examples.

In one, an estimate of the probability density

function of an analog-computer generated signal x(t) is
obtained in the form of a histogram stored in the PDP-9
memory; by using the program interrupt facility to enter
new sample values into the histogram, a dynamic real-time
oscilloscope display of histogram growth is achieved.

In

the second example, the response of a known system having
four free parameters is matched to that of an unknown
system, using a simple random-search optimization strategy.
Finally, areas open to further possible development are
discussed; these include suggestions for improving the MDAC
design and ADC performance, for developing new software for

the hybrid-computer system, and for taking advantage
special hardware features of the PDP-9.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO HYBRID COMPUTATION

Analog and digital computers are physical systems designed to implement the idealized relations of mathemati
cal models.

In an analog computer, the machine variables

representing the mathematical quantities of the model vary
continuously; in digital computers, mathematical quantities
are represented by the states of combinations of discretestate devices (Korn 1966a).

1.1

Analog and Digital Computers
The analog computer is often characterized as a

relatively fast, moderately accurate differential equation
solver (differential analyzer), employing separate
(parallel) computing elements to simultaneously enforce the
idealized model's mathematical relationships.

Programming

usually requires a familiarity with computer operation, and
problem variables must be scaled to keep corresponding
machine variables within prescribed limits (e.g., +_. 10
volts).

Due to the parallel operation of distinct analog

computing elements, one can solve problems of increasing
complexity by using additional equipment without increasing
solution time.

Oscilloscope displays furnish a particu

larly simple and informative presentation of problem
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solutions and, when combined with fast repetitive opera
tion, provide the analyst with an almost immediate picture
of the effects of system-parameter changes on the solution.
At this time, most digital computers perform
sequential operations at very high speed and with great
accuracy; digital computers also include a good deal of
decision-making capability and a large memory, permitting
stored-program control of computation and iterative opera
tion.

Due to the availability of high-level programming

languages (e.g., FORTRAN) and floating-point arithmetic,
digital computers can be programmed with little regard to
scaling or machine operation.

Because the digital computer

usually employs a single arithmetic unit performing one
arithmetic operation at a time, solution time increases
directly with problem complexity; if solution time is an
important consideration (as in real-time simulation), it
may be necessary to program in a lower-level language
(e.g., assembler language), which can be much more tedious
than FORTRAN programming.

Output data are most often

presented to the user via the teletype, card punch, or
paper tape punch.

Normally there is no interaction between

the user and the computer once the problem solution begins,
and only pre-programmed changes are possible.

Both output

display systems and increased man-machine interaction are
the subject of much present-day study (Hobbs 1-966).

1.2

Hybrid Computers
Hybrid computers attempt to combine the best

features of the analog computer and the digital computer,
namely the high computing speed and convenient man-machine
interaction of the analog computer and the high accuracy,
decision-making ability, and memory of the digital
computer.

There are essentially two types of hybrid

computer in general use, representing different levels of
complexity; they are the iterative differential analyzer
and the combined analog-digital computer (Korn and Korn
196^).

In this paper, the term hybrid computer is reserved

for the latter system.

The Iterative Differential Analyzer
The iterative differential analyzer is an elec
tronic analog computer incorporating analog memory in the
form of track-hold circuits and equipped with analog
comparators, patchable digital logic elements, and
comparator- or logic-operated D/A switches, plus a more or
less sophisticated digital timing system (Eckes 1967a) .

A

number of special-purpose digital computing devices, such
as binary noise generators, statistics computers, and
hardwired optimizers, may be included.

Such a machine has

a measure of the memory and decisionmaking capability of
the digital computer and thus can, to some extent, change
system parameters and alter its program based on earlier

computations and thus iterate to a desired solution.
Modern high-speed iterative differential analyzers are
capable of performing as many as 2000 complete system
simulations per second (Conant 1968), permitting rapid
computation of statistics, optimization of statistics, and
parameter optimization.

The Combined Analog-digital Computer
The combined analog-digital computer connects a
general purpose digital computer and an analog computer
(usually an iterative differential analyzer) through a
linkage (interface) system (Clancy and Fineberg 1965, Korn
1966a, Truitt 1965)-

The two operate simultaneously to

solve a single problem.

Either computer can operate

independently vrhen not used in the hybrid configuration.
The combined analog-digital computer has two
distinct application areas.

The first, real-time simula

tion of large and very complicated systems, such as an
aircraft or spacecraft mission, evolved in the late 1950's
when it became apparent that analog computers could not
generate sufficiently accurate trajectories for long
missions, and digital computers could not solve the craft's
attitude equations in real time.

The hybrid solution was

to solve the guidance equations on the digital computer and
the attitude equations on the analog computer.

In this

application, the digital computer also assists in analog

computer setup, in calculating accurate check solutions,
and in storing and computing complicated functions used in
the analog computation.

The advent of a new generation of

digital computers in the 1960's has made all-digital
simulation possible in this application; but the hybrid
approach

remains,

in part due to the use of analog

hardware, such as displays, meters, and human beings in the
simulation.
What has proved to be an extraordinarily successful
combination of analog and digital computers is the use of
a relatively inexpensive, small general-purpose digital
computer as a logic and control unit for a modern high
speed iterative differential analyzer.

System equations

are set up on the analog computer to provide rapid solu
tion.

Mode control and sample-pulse timing can be con

trolled by the digital computer or, if the iterative
differential analyzer has an extensive timing system of
its own, by the analog-computer clock.

Results of an

analog-computer solution, in the form of comparator and
logic levels and analog-to-digital converter outputs, are
transferred through the interface to the digital computer,
where they can be stored and/or operated on to produce
statistics and rapid decisions on parameter or program
changes for subsequent analog computer runs.

Mode-control

information and new parameter values are transferred back
to the analog computer via digital-to-analog converters and

mode-control registers in the linkage.

Since most digital-

computer operations take place only once per analogcomputer run, and the digital computer is well-suited for
the logic, storage, and arithmetic operations it performs,
the system can operate comfortably at the analog computer's
full speed of 1000 or 2000 solutions per second.

1.3

Hybrid Computer Applications
The interface is a vital element of the hybrid

computing system since it is involved in all data and
control-information transfers from one computer to the
other.

The hardware design and inter-connections of the

interface are intimately related to the particular computers
used in the system, but many interface requirements can be
understood from a study of intended hybrid-computer appli
cations.

Open-loop Problems
Problems in this class are characterized as
essentially analog-computer solutions, with the digital
computer providing a large memory and further computation
on the results of the analog solution.

The digital

computer does not feed back information to alter the system
under study, though it may exercise timing control.

As an

example, we may wish to estimate the probability-density
function of the output of a dynamic system subject to a
random input.

One can obtain an estimate, in the form of a

histogram stored in the digital computer memory, by patch
ing a random signal with the desired distribution and
spectral properties from the analog-computer noise
generator to an analog simulation of the system.

The

system output is sampled periodically by a track-hold
circuit under digital-computer control, converted to
digital form by an A/D converter, and read into the digital
computer.

The digital computer then determines the

sample's class interval, increments a corresponding memory
location, and waits until another sample is available.
After a predetermined number of samples (or possibly when
the number of samples falling within any interval reaches
a fixed upper bound), sampling is stopped, and the histo
gram stored in memory is displayed on a display scope.

In

this example, the number of class intervals is limited by
the resolution of the A/D converter (e.g., 2 ^ intervals
for a 10-bit converter)- or possibly by the number of memory
locations available in a small computer since some memory
is used by digital computer software and some by the user's
program.

The sampling rate is limited by the converter's

conversion time.

An amplitude-distribution example is

presented in Chapter 6.

Iterative Parameter Optimization
In this application, a system is simulated on the
analog computer, but some of its parameters (such as

initial conditions and feedback coefficients) are set by
D/A converters in the interface.

The digital computer is

used to implement any of a wide variety of complex
optimization strategies (e.g., gradient, modified gradient,
random search, etc.) to rapidly solve boundary value, model
matching, and optimal control problems.

During the analog-

computer solution, a performance index (cost function,
error function) which is to be maximized or minimized is
computed and read into the digital computer.

Using a

strategy based on the parameter values and costs of
previous runs, new parameters are computed and transferred
to the D/A converters.

Another analog solution is then

initiated using the new parameter values.

An optimization

example is presented in Chapter 6.

RMS Optimization
This application is similar to iterative parameter
optimization; here, however, the simulated system is sub
ject to random noise and/or random forcing functions.
During successive runs, the analog computer produces
samples of the squared-error time average

k e 2 (t)>

T

= i J

k e 2 (t)dt

o
for a simulated control system with random noise and input.

The digital computer finds successive values of the sample
average

<k°2<*>>x • i i e°2«>>T
k=l
for n = 100 to 10,000 computer runs and changes controlsystem parameters so as to optimize the sample average.
,The digital computer employs its optimization strategy and
changes system parameters only once per n analog computer
runs.

Because of the large number of repeated system

simulations required, hybrid computation is the only
feasible approach in this application (Korn 1965)•

Combined Simulation
In this application, part of a system is simulated
on the analog computer, and part is simulated on the
digital computer.

An example is the real-time spacecraft

mission simulation mentioned previously.

Here, the digital

computer integrates the trajectory equations which require
greater accuracy and have relatively long time constants,
and the analog computer solves the high-speed dynamics.
Because the equations are mutually coupled, there is need
for frequent A/D and D/A conversions with sampling and
updating under digital-computer control.

The digital

computer also stores and generates nonlinear functions used
in the analog simulation.

10
A prototype, demonstration hybrid computer for
real-time simulation of high performance aircraft missions
was built at M.I.T. (Connelly 1965)*

Using a simplified

model of the F100A, the model involved:
73 functions of one variable
13 functions of two variables
13 independent variables on which nonlinear functions
depend
50 discrete inputs
1? discrete outputs
9 analog inputs
30 analog outputs
15 integrations
The M.I.T. group also performed an all-digital simulation
and concluded that the digital computer's solution rate
could be reduced substantially without deleterious effects
when the hybrid configuration was used, and therefore the
hybrid configuration greatly increases the real-time
capacity of the digital computer in complex simulation
applications.

1. k

Outline of Paper
In this chapter, we have introduced the hybrid

computer, indicated its relationship to the analog and
digital computers, and pointed out the applications for
which it is especially well-suited, and from which

11
interface requirements are determined.

The next chapter

describes the ASTRAC II iterative differential analyzer and
the PDP-9 digital computer combined in The University of
Arizona hybrid computer laboratory.

A general description

of the computing capabilities and other features is
presented; the input/output structure of each computer is
discussed in detail.

Chapter 3 presents a general descrip

tion of the interface linking the computers.

Chapter k

describes the analog-to-digital conversion system and the
new wideband 12-bit multiplying digital-to-analog con
verters developed for the hybrid computing system.

Chapter

5 discusses operation procedures for using the linkage,
including a description of the functions of the separate
linkage patchbay and the new instructions added to the
PDP-9 repertoire to operate the linkage.

Chapter 6

presents two examples of hybrid-computer solutions of
practical problems.

The first is a four-parameter model-

matching problem; the second involves estimation of a
probability density function.

Finally, Chapter 7 presents

conclusions and discusses aspects of the interface system
that require further development.

.

CHAPTER 2

THE ASTRAC II AND THE PDP-9 SYSTEMS

The applications discussed in Chapter 1 point out
the two essential functions performed by the interface:
data transfer between the computers and control of each
computer by the other.

Before the interface is described,

it will be useful to discuss the capabilities of the two
computers involved, and it will be necessary to learn how
data transfer and control are accomplished.

This chapter

presents a general description of the computing capa
bilities of the ASTRAC II and the PDP-9 computers and a
detailed description of their input/output systems.

Only

the sections of the PDP-9 I/O system directly related to
the interface are described in detail.

This material is

drawn from Eckes (1967b) and the PDP-9 User Handbook
(Digital Equipment Corporation 1967b).

2.1

The ASTRAC II System

Computing Elements and Specifications
ASTRAC II (Arizona Statistical Repetitive Analog
Computer) is an all-solid-state iterative differential
analyzer employing +_ 10 volt, 30 mA amplifiers with 20 MHz
zero-dB bandwidth at iteration rates as high as 1,000

12

13
analog-computer runs per second.

Computing elements are

plugged directly into the rear of a shielded patchbay which
has removable patchboards.

Sub-routines are automatically

controlled by a flexible digital control unit as well as by
patched digital logic.

Special features include a shift-

register-type pseudo-random-noise generator and two
sampling-type binary random-sequence generators.

Table 2.1

contains a .list of ASTRAC II equipment, while Table 2.2
summarizes the computer's specifications.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the design of the ASTRAC II
control unit.

Control functions are divided among a master

timer and an auxiliary timer built with 5-MHz logic modules
to minimize timing errors and a subroutine counter or
counters using inexpensive 200-kHz logic.

Basic Clock and Sample Timer
Referring to Fig. 2.1, the ASTRAC II control timer
starts with a k MHz crystal clock and counts down to obtain
timing pulses of k MHz, 2 MHz, 1 MHz, 500 kHz, 250 kHz,
100 kHz, 50 kHz, 25 kHz, and 10 kHz.

The repetition-rate

switch selects the desired clock pulse CI which is 1,000
times the computer repetition rate (1,000, 500, 250, 100,
50, 25» and 10 computer runs per second) or selects an
external clock input.

All further timing is performed in

terms of these pulses (1,000 per computer run) whose dura
tion will be called 1 millirun (T R /1,000 seconds).

This

Table 2.1*

ASTRAC II System Equipment Complement

Analog Elements
16
2k
6
7
6
k
4
6
kO
2070

Integrator/track-hold circuits
Summer amplifiers
Two-input summers (gain = 1/2)
Quarter-square multipliers
General-purpose diode function generators
Sine/cosine generators
Limiter circuits
Analog comparators
Coefficient potentiometers
Analog patchbay terminals
Digital Elements

8
18
8
6
9
6
1
600

General-purpose a-c and d-c triggered flip-flops
with indicator lights
Two-input NAND gates
Two-input AND drivers
Diode clusters (expand NAND gates to five inputs)
Indicator lights
Decade counters with in-line readouts
Digital mode control module
Control patchbay terminals
Hybrid Elements
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Digital-to-analog electronic switches
Auxiliary Elements

1
2
1
1
1

25 Stage shift-register-type pseudo-random noise
generator and multiplexer
Sampling-type binary random-sequence generators
Electro Instruments model 620 digital voltmeter
DuMont kko oscilloscope
4-channel oscilloscope multiplexer

Table 2.2.

ASTRAC II Specifications

AMPLIFIERS:
+_ 10 volts, 30 mA d-c to 1 MHz.
D-c gain 10^ (120 db) with chopper stabilization.
Drift, 10 HV/°C, 1 nA/ # C with chopper stabilization.
0-dB bandwidth 20 MHz, 6 db/octave rolloff.
Unity-inverter phase error, 0.16 per cent (0.09°) at
16 kHz.
Integrator phase error, 0.08 per cent (0.05°) at
16 kHz.
Resistance ratios specified within 0.2 per cent.
INTEGRATOR/TRACK-HOLD Circuits (C = 1 ^F, 0.1 |iF, or
0.01 HF; data for C = 0.01 p.F > :
Phase error in TRACK, 0.25 per cent (0.2°) at 10 kHz.
Holding error, 0.1 per cent of half-scale in 10 msec.
Switching time into HOLD or COMPUTE, 80 nsec; two
circuits switch within 20 nsec of one another.
DIODE QUARTER-SQUARE MULTIPLIERS:
Static error, 0.2 per cent of half-scale.
Drift, 0.7 mV/°C.
Dynamic error, 0.5 per cent of ha If-scale at 10 kHz.
ANALOG COMPARATORS:
Chopper-stabilized; response time 100 nsec.
Static hysteresis, +_ 25 mV.
Drift, 25 HV/°C.
DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG SWITCHES:
Switch offset voltage, +_ 10 mV.
Switching time, 0.8 ^isec turn ON, 0.6 (Isec turn OFF.
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ASTRAC II Control Unit

R'
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permits the repetition-rate switch to automatically change
the time scale of all timing and counting operations.

If

desired, the repetition-rate switch can also change
integrator capacitors through relays to provide completely
automatic time-scale changes.
The master timer (C^ counter) is a three-decade
dual-pr«set decimal counter designed to perform the follow
ing timing functions:
1.

It counts down by 1,000 to mark the start of
periodic COMPUTE periods (Fig. 2.2a).

2.

It produces timing markers at 10 times, 100 times,
and 1,000 times the computer repetition rate
(e.g., for oscilloscope displays).

3.

Thumbwheel decade switches allow the operator to
select the event times t = T and t » t^ milliruns
after the start of each COMPUTE period with a
resolution of 1 millirun (Fig. 2.2a).

In normal repetitive operation (Fig. 2.2a) COMPUTE
periods of length T milliruns alternate with RESET periods
of length (1000-T) milliruns.

The thumbwheel switch t^

feeds a timing-logic block to produce periodic track-hold
control pulses,

and delayed pulses, S^, of length

Tj^/10. seconds. =, 100 milliruns.
controlled by

A track-hold circuit

will periodically TRACK for 100 milliruns
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and switch into HOLD at t^ milliruns.
milliruns later than

S^ D switches 100

(Fig. 2.2a).

The timing pulses, reset pulses, and track-hold
control pulses indicated in Fig. 2.2 are available in a
small digital control-variable patchbay for flexible
control of individual integrators and switches.

In normal

repetitive-computer operation, integrators are controlled
by R, and a track-hold circuit is controlled by

for

digital readout of solution values X(t^) at the accurately
preset computer time t^.

Different patching connections

can employ R, S^, and

to produce very flexible memory

control.

Auxiliary Timer and Scan Readout
The auxiliary timer (C,, counter), a three-decade
single-preset decimal counter, generates a sampling pulse
(Fig. 2.2b) and a delayed sampling pulse S 2 D under
control of the function switch and the t^ or Tp thumbwheel
switch.

Through different combinations of switch settings,

Sg can occur (l) t^ milliruns after the start of the
COMPUTE period, (2)

milliruns after the

pulse, or

(3) T d milliruns after the start of the RESET period.
Other switch positions enable S t o scan the COMPUTE-RESET
period; in particular, S^ can be delayed one millirun per
COMPUTE period or one millirun per N COMPUTE periods where
N is set on a separate thumbwheel switch.

The various
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functions of the auxiliary timer make feasible analogcomputer implementation of powerful statistical techniques,
particularly correlation analysis.

Subroutine Counter
The subroutine counter

is a dual-preset 4-decade

counter which counts computer runs or may be patched as a
free counter.

produces R' (Fig. 2.2a), a digital signal

whose state depends on the n and N thumbwheel switch
settings (n, N c 20,000-events).

R' is used to terminate

and/or start subroutine sequences.
permits

The REPEAT switch

to be reset to zero after N events and to

recycle the sequence.

In particular, we can reset fast

integrators with R and slow integrators with R* (two-timescale operation), thus producing "nested"'iterative sub
routines.

Operating Modes
The ASTRAC II has six operating modes, which are
normally controlled by pushbuttons on the mode control
panel.

Three (POWER OFF, ON/PATCH, and POTSET) are used

in turning the computer on and off and setting up problems.
Two others, INITIAL RESET and START, are used in iterative
computation.

The sixth, SINGLE RUN, will be particularly

useful in hybrid computation.

The functions of the latter

operating modes are as follows:
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INITIAL RESET—Initial conditions are applied to
all counters in the timing units.
START--Normal iterative computation is.performed in
this mode.

The basic clock and sample timer automatically

generates the RESET signal (Fig. 2.2) and sampling pulses
S^ and

The RESET signal normally controls repetitive

COMPUTE-RESET periods.
sampling pulses S^ and

The auxiliary timer generates
and the subroutine counter

generates the subroutine control signal R'.
SINGLE RUN--Normal operation of the RESET signal is
inhibited.

A single cycle of the RESET signal .can be

initiated by an external input; thus a single COMPUTE
period of length T milliruns followed by a RESET period of
indefinite length can be triggered.

The external input

must allow 1000 milliruns before triggering a new COMPUTE
period.

2.2

ASTRAC II I/O Structure

Timing and Operating-mode Control
Because ASTRAC II is capable of automatically
performing many of the control functions encountered in
hybrid computation, there are relatively few external
inputs to its mode-control and digital timing units.
These, however, provide considerable flexibility in hybrid
operation.
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The nine external timing and mode-control inputs
are located at the lower left corner of the digital patchbay.

They enable the user to control operating mode, use

an external time base, restart a problem, use

as an

uncommitted counter, and prematurely terminate the COMPUTE
period.

The inputs and their functions are as follows:
ST--With the computer in the START mode, a ground

level applied to this input returns it to the INITIAL RESET
mode; applying a -6 volt level to ST then returns it to the
START mode.

With ST unpatched, mode control is exercised

by pushbuttons on the mode control panel.
SR, SG--A ground level applied to SG places the
computer in the SINGLE RUN mode, inhibiting normal opera
tion and enabling the user to initiate a single COMPUTE
period by applying a positive-going, 6-volt transition to
the SR input.

In single-run operation SG is normally

patched directly to ground, and pulses issued by the
digital computer initiate single runs.

Since only one

single run can be initiated per 1000 milliruns, a flag,
which can be sensed by the digital computer, is available
to determine if a single run can be initiated.

Except when

a separate COMPUTE-RESET signal is generated by the digital
computer, most hybrid computation will make use of this
single-run capability because it allows the digital
computer as much time as necessary for its computations
between analog-computer runs.
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ET--If the repetition rate switch is in the EXT
position, the clock pulse CI (Fig. 2«l) must be supplied
by an external digital signal applied to the ET input.

The

duration of one millirun is then equal to the period of the
external signal.
R1—This signal's function is similar to that of
ST.

In the START mode, a positive-going, 6-volt transition

at R1 resets the clock generator (countdown logic) and the
C^ and C 2 counters to their initial states and immediately
returns the computer to the START mode.
restarts a problem under solution.
affect the

This effectively

Unlike ST, R1 does not

counter or the mode-control lights on the

mode-control panel.
T3« G3« R3--These are external inputs to the
subroutine counter.
C^ to zero.

To use

Applying a ground level to R3 resets
as an uncommitted counter, G3 is

grounded, inhibiting C^'s normal operation and enabling it
to count positive-going, 6-volt transitions applied to R3.
TR—A positive-going, 6-volt transition at TR
triggers a fixed RESET period of 100 milliruns, making it
possible to prematurely terminate a COMPUTE period, say as
the result of a logic- or comparator-state change.

Integrator Mode Control
Digital-computer Control of Analog Timing.

Each

integrator has an individual integrator-mode-control input
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on the digital patchbay, which allows a digital signal to
control its RESET/TRACK and COMPUTE/HOLD modes.

This

feature enables the digital computer to exercise complete
control over analog-operation timing if desired.

In this

case the digital computer must generate and transfer to the
interface a COMPUTE-RESET signal to control the integrators
t-

in a simulated system and sampling signals to control
track/hold circuit timing.

Such operation is feasible

since, in many hybrid applications, the digital computer is
idle during the analog COMPUTE period and could use idle
time to keep track of elapsed time.

However, for high

speed analog operation the digital-computer, real-time
clock, which operates at 60 Hz line frequency, is too slow
and not sufficiently stable to be an accurate timing
source.

Timing can be derived from the digital computer's

primary clock, used in instruction-execution timing, or
from a crystal-controlled real-time clock if available.
A Practical Method for External Control.

A

practical method for exercising external control over
analog-computer timing is to include a stable source of
timing pulses and a number of counter/registers in the
interface.

The counters are loaded by the digital computer

during the RESET period with initial values corresponding
to COMPUTE period length and sampling times; the clock
pulses, gated with a level generated by the digital
computer to mark the start of each COMPUTE period,
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increment the counters until they reach zero.

Simple

gating circuits provide an accurate COMPUTE signal and
sampling pulses.

The digital computer can provide complex

sampling schemes and yet is not burdened with the actual
counting and pulse generation.

This method is not

presently included in this.interface, because the ASTRAC II
clock performs these functions.

Other Computing Elements
ASTRAC II equipment includes twelve D/A switches,
a number of free logic elements, and a 25-bit shift
register that is normally used for pseudo-random noise
generation.

The logic input controlling the state of each

switch is terminated on the digital patchbay (DPB); this
allows us to change the simulated system by opening or
closing switches on the analog patchbay to include or
delete parts of the patched system.

All free-logic-element

inputs and outputs are terminated on the DPB and thus are
available for external control and/or sensing.

A separate

noise generator patchbay contains outputs from each of the
25 stages, a single reset input for establishing and
resetting initial states (the desired initial state must be
established by patching), a level-control input to each
stage, and a shift input.
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Overload Indicators
Each summing amplifier and integrator is connected
to an overload flip-flop and indicator light.

If an

amplifier output voltage exceeds +_ 10 volts, the cor
responding flip-flop is set, lighting the indicator.

The

forty flip-flop outputs are logically ORed to generate an
overload signal terminated on the linkage patchbay; this
signal can be used to interrupt the digital computer for
appropriate action when an overload occurs.
Another input on the linkage patchbay clears all
the overload flip-flops.

Since it cannot clear an overload

flip-flop connected to an amplifier whose output voltage
exceeds _+ 10 volts, it may be necessary to take some action
to remove the overload conditions prior to clearing the
flip-flops.

Frequently amplifiers which become overloaded

during a COMPUTE period come out of overload automatically
during the following RESET period; other overloads, such as
those which might occur when a D/A switch is opened or
closed, are of only short duration.

Summary
Most analog-computer operations are controlled by
the ASTRAC II timing and mode-control units.

Nine external

inputs to these units offer the user a variety of control
options; the most important in hybrid computation are those
enabling single-run operation under digital-computer
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control.

Integrators have individual, digital, mode-

control inputs which enable us to sample (track/hold)
rapidly-varying analog voltages for A/D conversion and make
it possible to completely control analog-operation timing
from the interface with digital-computer controlled COMPUTE
and sampling signals.

D/A switches are available to alter

the analog program under digital control.

A digital over

load signal indicates if any amplifier output voltage has
exceeded +_ 10 volts, and a digital input clears the
overload-indicating flip-flops.

2.3

The PDP-9 System
The PDP-9 programmed data processing system is a

general purpose computer, incorporating hybrid integrated
circuits throughout.

It is a single address, fixed word

length (18 bits), parallel binary computer.

The minimum

system configuration has 8192 words of core memory storage,
paper tape input at 300 Hz. and output at 50 Hz., console
teleprinter keyboard input and printer output at 10 Hz.,
and a real-time clock.

The PDP-9 has these characteris

tics, quoted from the PDP-9 User Handbook (Digital Equip
ment Corporation 1967b, pp. 1-1 to 1-4):
Complete cycle time is 1 (Isec for the random
access, ferite core memory.
The real-time clock generates a clock pulse
every "TTTT msec to increment a time-counter
stored in system memory. The counter initiates
a program interrupt when a programmed preset

time interval is completed. The clock can be
enabled or disabled under program control.
True direct addressing is provided for all
8192, 18 -bit word locations in the basic core
memory module configuration or any memory
module appended to the system. The system
allows indirect addressing up to the memory
expansion limit of 32,768 locations. Core
memory is expanded in increments of 8192
words. System software expands to make effi
cient use of all available core memory storage.
A bidirectional input/output bus is provided
for program controlled data/command transmis
sions between the central processor and up to
256 external devices. All program-controlled
I/O transfers pass through the central proces
sor's accumulator (AC), the l8-bit primary
arithmetic register. Memory referencing
instructions convey data between the AC and
system core memory. IOT (input/output transfer)
instructions select appropriate devices and
effect the data transfer between the AC and
information registers in the devices.
Fgur .hufrfiMted data channels allow fast, nonoverlapping data transmission between system
core memory and four devices interfaced to the
I/O bus. Data channel transfers occur via the
memory buffer (MB) register in the central
processor and do not disturb the contents of
other major registers in the processor. Thus,
a data channel transfer suspends rather than
interrupts execution of the program in progress.
The maximum transfer capacity of the data
channel facility is between 250,000 and 333,333
words per second, depending on the mix of input
and output transfers (each output transfer
steals four machine cycles; each input transfer
steals three cycles). Provisions are made in
system memory for word counter registers and
current address registers unique to each data
channel. The data channel facility can be
expanded for multiplexed servicing of up to four
additional devices.
Direct memory access channel (DMA) bypasses the
central processor, allowing direct, cycle
stealing, data transmission between core memory

locations and external devices via a separate
entry port to system memory module(s). DMA
transfers have priority over all other system
actions. An optional multiplexer/adapter will
interface to and allocate priority of service
among up to three devices.
Program interrupt control frees the program in
progress from the necessity of monitoring the
status of peripheral devices. The program
continues until a device signals a request for
service. A subroutine) entered automatically
upon the processor's granting of the interrupt
request, stores the interrupted program's
status, determines the device making the request,
and transfers control to the appropriate service
subroutine. At completion of the device
servicing, the interrupted program is restored
to control. The program interrupt control
facility is suitable for those peripheral
devices having low data rates.
Multilevel automatic priority interrupt option
(API) affords immediate access to device handling
and data handling subroutines on a ranked priority
basis. Of the eight priority levels added by this
option the four higher levels are assigned to
device use, and the lower four are assigned to
software use. The priority levels are fully
nested; i.e., a higher priority request can
interrupt in-process servicing of a lower priority.
The restoration of an interrupted service sub
routine does not require additional programming
considerations. Likewise, the return to an
interrupted main program segment is easily
implemented.
The granting of priority interrupt requests, at
completion of the current instruction, is rated
above program and program interrupt activity and
below data channel or direct memory access
channel activity, or real-time clock counting.
The API system has 32 channels of which 28 are
allocated to external device interrupting
(hardware priority levels) and k are allocated
to programmed interrupting (software priority
levels). A channel assignment defines the core
memory location of the unique entry to an
interrupt subroutine. Device channels function

independently of priority; up to eight device
channels may be assigned to the same priority
level. Device channels also may be multiplexed
without limit, in which case the channel
address defines the entry to a search routine
rather than unique entry to one routine.
Additional provisions include dynamic realloca
tion of device priority level assignments (device
control must be designed with logic circuits to
accomplish reassignment) and programmed raising
of the active interrupt to a priority level
higher than the normal assignment, when the
situation requires exclusion of interrupt
requests at specific priority levels. The API
is program enabled or disabled. Specific
devices can be inhibited from interrupting by
appropriate control inputs to their interfaces.
The basic machine has fixed-point hardware
capability and floating-point software capa
bility for performing binary arithmetic in Is
and 2s complement notations. Floating-point
software offers choice of 6 or 9 decimal digit
precision. The program library supplied includes
extensive repertoire of multi- and singleprecision subroutines.
Add or subtract (complementary addition) is
performed in 2 Usee with fetch of operand from
effectively addressed core memory location.
Overflow indication is furnished for Is
complement addition where absolute value of
algebraic summed result exceeds capacity of the
accumulator (2^7 - l). Algorithms for 2s
complement addition and subtraction treat over
flow from accumulator as a carry into a 1-bit
register called the "link."
Extended arithmetic element option offers fast,
flexible, hardware execution of the following as
signed or unsigned functions:
Shifting the contents of the primary
arithmetic registers (AC or MQ), right
or left, in 2 to 17 Usee.
Normalizing the quantity in the primary
arithmetic registers; i.e., shifting the
contents left to remove leading binary Os

for the purpose of preserving as many
significant bits as possible. Time
required is 2 to 17 Usee.
Multiplication in 3 to 11 (isec.
Division, including integer and fractional,
in 3 to 12 |isec. Divide overflow indication
is furnished when division would produce
quotient exceeding 2*7 - 1 magnitude.
The Analog/Hybrid Computer Laboratory's PDP-9, in
November, 1968, includes the following options and inhouse
additions:

a total core memory of 16,38^ words and a

memory extension control, the extended arithmetic element,
an automatic priority interrupt facility, two DECtape
units, a special digital display console, a binary random
number generator, and the ASTRAC II interface.

Figure 2.3

shows the present configuration and additions planned in
the near future.

2.k

PDP-9 I/O Structure
Program-controlled input/output functions of the

PDP-9 are commanded by input/output (IOT) instructions and
are executed by signals appearing on an I/O bus.

The I/O

bus consists of two cables, each containing 36 wire pairs;
one-wire of each pair is connected to ground to provide
shielding against stray pickup on the second, signalcarrying line.

The I/O bus cables must be connected to

each device communicating with the PDP-9.

One cable

carries all the signals used in program-controlled
transfers and program-interrupt operation; the other
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carries signals used in data channel and automatic priority
interrupt operations.

The direct memory access channel

does not use the I/O bus.

At present, the ASTRAC Il-PDP-9

interface uses only program-controlled transfers and
program interrupt operations: only the I/O bus signals
involved in these operations are discussed here.

IOT Instructions
Instructions are stored in the PDP-9 as l8-bit
words.

IOT instructions initiate transmission of signals

through the I/O bus to control peripheral devices, sense
their status, and effect programmed transfers between them
and the central processor.

An IOT instruction has the

format shown in Pig. 2.4; it has the following characteris
tics:
1.

An operation code of 70g (bits 0-3)•

2.

An 8-bit device selection code to discriminate
among up to 256 peripheral devices.

(Selection

logic in a device responds only to its preassigned
code.)

In normal practice, bits 6-11 perform the

primary device selection among up to 64 devices,
•

with bits 12 and 13 coded to perform further
selection within the device.
3.

A command code (bits 14-17) capable of being micro
programmed to clear the accumulator (AC) and issue
up to three IOP pulses through the I/O bus.

GENERATE
CLEAR AN IOP 2
AC AT PULSE AT

0

OPERATION
CODE 70

DEVICE
SELECTION

EVENT
TIME 1

EVENT
TIME 2

A

t

»

A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 II

12 13 14 15 16 17

1

1

UNUSED

SUB-DEVICE
SELECTION

' J '

/
/

GENERATE
AN IOP 1

GENERATE PULSE AT
AN IOP 4
EVENT
PULSE AT
TIME
EVENT TIME

Fig. 2.k.

IOT Instruction Format
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k.

An execution time of k Usee.

Any IOT instruction can be microcoded to produce
more than one IOP pulse by setting one, two, or three of
bits 15-17 of the instruction word to 1.

The resulting IOT

pulses generated by the selection logic within the selected
device appear in the time sequences defined by the IOT
timing diagram in Fig. 2.5*

The k (isec required to execute

an IOT instruction is comprised of a 1 (isec fetch cycle
during which the instruction is fetched from memory and
three 1 ^isec event times referred to as event time 1
(IOP l), event time 2 (IOP 2), and event time 3 (IOP 4).
IOP pulses are numbered to correspond to the octal number
in bits 15-17 of the IOT instruction; thus there is no
IOP 3 pulse.

Program-controlled Transfers
All program-controlled I/O transfers transfer data
to or from the AC in bytes up to 18 bits long.

The

peripheral device in a transfer must have the capability
for performing the following functions.
1.

The device must be able to sample the device
selection code generated by an IOT instruction
and, if selected, generate IOT pulses (Fig. 2.5)
corresponding to the IOP pulses issued by the
instruction.

The W103 device selector logic card,
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Fig. 2.5*

IOT Timing Diagram

sold by DEC, has this capability (Digital Equipment
Corporation 1968a).
If the peripheral receives data from the AC, it
must contain a register and associated gating
(input gates) into which the data can be trans
ferred by an IOT pulse.
If the peripheral sends data to the AC, it must,
contain gating circuits (output gates) at the out
put of the transmitting register capable of
strobing the information from the register onto
the I/O bus and furnishing a read request level to
the computer when triggered by a command from the
device selector.
If there are occasions when a device is not ready
to transfer data, it must contain a flag (flipflop) and gating circuit that can furnish a signal
to the input/output skip (sense) facility when
commanded by the device selector.

The flag is set

to indicate that the device is ready for a data
transfer.

For example, an A/D converter is ready

to send data only when it has completed its conver
sion and, therefore, needs a flag flip-flop which
is set at the completion of the conversion.

I/O Bus
The I/O bus carries signals from the PDP-9 central
processor to all peripheral devices.

The signals used by

the ASTRAC II-PDP-9 interface are indicated in Fig. 2.6;
they include data lines, output control signals, device
selection levels, and input control levels.

All lines

which carry signals to the PDP-9 must be driven from the
undamped collector of a saturated transistor whose emitter
is grounded.

A collector resistor and clamping circuit for

each line is contained in the PDP-9 (Fig. 2.6).

Note that

input signals to the PDP-9 use positive logic (0 = -3
volts, 1 = ground), and output signals, except those on the
bidirectional data lines, use negative logic (0 = ground,
1 = -3 volts).

A positive logic convention is used in both

directions on the l8 bidirectional data lines.
Data Lines.

Eighteen bidirectional data lines

transfer data between the central processor and peripheral
devices.

The bits in the AC are placed on these lines

during the fetch cycle and remain during IOT execution
unless the instruction reads data into the AC.

A device

receiving data must provide emitter followers at its input
to avoid loading down the data lines and must provide an
IOT pulse to strobe the data into a device register.
Devices sending data to the AC must furnish a read request
signal (see Input Control Lines) and gate data onto the
data lines during event time 2; the data are logically ORed
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PERIPHERAL
I/O Bus Signals

4o
with the contents of the AC.

Note that bit I k of the IOT

instruction can be set to clear the AC prior to read-in.
Output Control Signals.
are used by the interface.

Six output control signals

The signals appear on separate

lines and do not require buffering.

They are:

I/O Power Clear--This signal is issued by the PDP-9
when it is first turned on, when the 1/0 RESET key on the
control console is depressed, or when a CAF (clear all
flags) instruction is executed.

The signal is a kOO nsec

negative-going pulse used to clear all flags connected to
the I/O bus.
I/O Sync--This signal is issued every memory cycle.
It is a kOO nsec negative-going pulse that can be used to
synchronize peripheral timing with the program being
executed.
I0P1, I0P2, IOP*t--These are 1 (isec negative-going
pulses issued during execution of an IOT instruction in
accord with bits 15-17•

Upon receiving an IOP pulse, the

selected peripheral's device selector issues an IOT pulse
(100 nsec or kOO nsec long) to carry out the function
specified by the instruction.

Although IOP pulses can be

used for many control functions, the common uses are:
I0P1.

normally used in an I/O skip (sense) instruction
to test a device flag.

It cannot be used to

initiate loading of or reading from a device
register by the AC.

I0P2.

usually used to read data into the AC or to
clear a device register.

It cannot be used to

test a skip condition.
I0P4.

usually used to load a device buffer from the
AC.

It cannot be used to test a skip condition

or to read into the AC.
Read Status--This is a 1 (isec negative-going pulse
issued at event time 2 by the IORS (I/O read status)
instruction.

This unique instruction loads the AC with the

status of all flags connected to the read status facility.
Device Selection Levels.

Eight device selection

lines, corresponding to bits 6-13 of the IOT instruction,
specify the peripheral device to which the instruction is
directed.

Levels are placed on these lines by the PDP-9

during the fetch cycle and remain until the end of event
time 3.

The lines are wired to the device selector

included in every peripheral device and do not require
buffering.

The device selector contains logic that is

activated by only one of the 256 = (2 ) codes that can
appear on the device select lines.

In some cases, only

the device selject lines corresponding to bits 6-11 are
wired to a device selector, the other two lines being used
to steer IOT pulses within the device; this technique
reduces the number of peripherals to which IOT instructions
can be directed.
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Input Control Levels.

Three lines carry control

signals from the interface to the PDP-9.

Two (Skip

Request and Read Request) carry responses to IOT instruc
tions.

The third (Program Interrupt Request) carries a

signal initiated within the device.
Skip Request--When an IOT instruction issues an
I0P1 pulse to test (sense) the status of a particular
peripheral device flag, the selected device must gate the
flag level onto this line during event time 1.

If the

device returns a ground level, the PDP-9 skips the next
instruction in its program and continues executing the
program.

If it returns a -3 volt level, the PDP-9 executes

the program in its normal sequence.

The section of the

PDP-9 which handles the skip operation is called the I/O
skip facility.
Read Request--Wherr an IOT instruction issues an
I0P2 pulse to read the contents of a device register into
the AC, the selected device must gate the data onto the I/O
bus data lines and gate a ground level into the Read
Request line during event time 2.

The PDP-9 recognizes the

Read Request level and generates an internal pulse which
strobes the data-line levels into the AC.

Skip request and read request instructions are
often used in sequence, separated by a jump instruction, to
determine if a device is ready to transfer data and then to
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transfer the data.

For example, to initiate an A/D

conversion and read the result into the AC, the following
instructions might be used:
•• t •

INITIATE A/D CONVERSION
SKIP IF ADC FLAG IS UP
REPEAT LAST INSTRUCTION
READ ADC
• • • •

In this example, the PDP-9 idles in a twoinstruction skip loop until the conversion is completed,
and then continues with its program.

Since the A/D con

version may take hundreds of microseconds, this method is
relatively inefficient.

The program interrupt (PI)

facility permits more efficient operation by allowing the
program to ignore the peripheral device until its flag is
raised.
Program Interrupt Request—When a device attached
to the PI facility requires servicing, it gates a ground
level onto this line.

Assuming no I/O action of higher

priority is in progress, this causes an interrupt in
program execution.

The next instruction executed is that

in location 1, which is normally a jump to a routine that
locates the interrupting device, services it, and then
returns to the main program at the point where the
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interrupt occurred.

The PI facility can be enabled and

disabled under program control.

Summary
The PDP -9 exercises control over peripherals and
transfers data with them by executing IOT instructions
under program control.

Bach IOT instruction specifies the

device to which it is directed and issues up to three IOP
pulses to accomplish the control function or data transfer.
IOT instructions are carried out by signals on an I/O bus
consisting of two cables, each having
I/O bus includes:

signal lines.

The

(1) data lines which carry data in

transfers between the AC and a peripheral device register,
(2) output control signal lines which carry pulses used to
effect data transfers and control functions intended by the
instruction, (3) device selection lines specifying the
peripheral to which the instruction is directed, and (4)
input control lines which return levels to the PDP-9
indicating the direction (to or from the AC) of a data
transfer or the status or a tested (sensed) flag or carry
a device-initiated program interrupt request when a device
requires servicing.

Each device must include device selec

tion logic which responds to only one of the 256 possible
codes on the device selection lines and circuits to carry
out the control function or data transfer intended by the
IOT instruction.

CHAPTER 3

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFACE

The two essential functions of the interface are:
data transfer between computers and control of one computer
by the other.

This chapter describes the ASTRAC II-PDP-9

interface, explains how it accomplishes these functions)
and presents the reasons underlying the particular approach
used.

A general description is presented, with more

specific details found in the following chapters.

3•1

Introduction
A block diagram of the interface is shown in

Fig. 3.1.

All programmed operations are under control of

four device selectors and associated circuitry which are
grouped in the block labeled interface control.

The

primary da:ta-transf er devices, described in Chapter 4, are
the A/D converter (ADC) with four multiplexed analog inputs
(ADMPX) and four multiplying D/A converters (MDACs).

The

remaining data-transfer functions and most control func
tions are associated with a separate linkage patchbay (LPB)
which is described in Chapter 5»

The LPB contains inputs

to 12 data read-in gates and outputs from 12 control
register flip-flops which transfer discrete levels to and
from the AC under program control; the disaretes can be
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either control-logic information or data.

The PDP -9

exercises control over ASTRAC II through control-register
output levels and/or program-issued IOT pulses, which the
user patches from the LPB to inputs on the ASTRAC II
digital patchbay (DPB).

ASTRAC II exercises control over

the PDP-9 through flags connected to the progreun-interrupt
(PI) facility and/or through sense lines (flags) connected
to the I/O skip facility, Chapter 2.

The LPB also contains

terminations of trunk lines to and from the DPB, a number
of timing signals from both computers, and miscellaneous
inputs and outputs, Chapter 5«
The choice of four channels of A/D and D/A conver
sion and twelve data read-in lines and twelve control
register outputs represents a judgment that these will be
sufficient for most applications.

Additional A/D inputs

can be obtained through use of the D/A switches on the
analog-computer patchbay; the number of D/A outputs can be
effectively increased through use of analog hold circuits.
The number of trunk lines is limited because only 15
termination points (holes) are available on the DPB.
In using a separate linkage patchbay containing
terminations for discrete inputs and outputs from each
computer, we have chosen a compromise between ease of
programming and flexibility in solving a wide variety of
problems.

In fact, the choice is one between anticipating

every future application and providing the hardware and
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instructions to satisfy its requirements and providing a
flexible system with a minimum amount of hardware and
instructions which can be adapted by the user for many
applications, some of which may be as yet unspecified.

The

functions which will be common to most hybrid applications,
namely A/D and D/A conversion, are hardwired; the registers,
logic, and instructions associated with these functions
will not normally be available for other uses.

Functions

which can best be determined by the user for his particular
application, such as the choice between single-run analogcomputer operation with integrator mode controlled by
analog-computer timing versus analog operation with
integrator mode controlled by digital computer timing,
will be softwired; that is, they will be patched by the
user on the LPB for his particular application.

We think

the resulting system will be adaptable to a very wide
variety of applications and relatively easy to use.

3•2

Functional Description

ADC and AD)|PX (Figure 3«2)
The ADC is a variable word-length, two»s-complement,
successive-approximation converter.

Word length, set by a

rotary switch on the frontpanel, can be 1 to 12 bits;
conversion time increases with word length:

a 6-bit word

requires 70 |isec, and a 12-bit word requires 150 (isec
conversion time.

Variable word length allows the user to
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trade accuracy for speed.in problems requiring less than
12-bit resolution from the ADC.

The two's complement code

4-a that used by the PDP-9» so that words read from the ADC
do not require reformatting for fixed-point computations*
The ADC includes a storage register which holds the
result and a flag which is raised at the end of a conver
sion.

The flag is connected to the PDP-9 I/O skip (sense)

facility and to the program interrupt (PI) facility.

There

are PDP-9 instructions to initiate a conversion, to test
the ADC flag status, and to read the storage register
contents into AC 0-11.

A conversion can also be initiated

by patching a suitable signal to an input on the LPB.
The multiplexer (ADMPX) enables us to select one of
four analog signals for conversion; thus, we can normallyconvert up to four signals per run in iterative-analogcomputer operation.

The ADMPX consists of four analog

switches controlled by a two-stage, flip-flop counter/
register.

Only one switch can be closed at any time.

There are PDP-9 instructions to load the ADMPX register
with AC 16-17 and to increment the register to its next
state.

The counter can also be incremented by patching a

suitable signal to an input on the LPB; this enables us to
cycle through the four counter/register states automatically
and repeatedly.

There are also inputs on the LPB that per

mit us to shorten the counter cycle to 3 or 2 states.
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As an example of the programming flexibility
offered by the ADC-ADMPX combination, consider alternate
methods for selecting, converting, and reading four
variables sampled during the COMPUTE period of each solu
tion.

Each sample is patched to one of the four ADMPX

inputs, and the ADMPX register is set to zero during
problem initialization.

A method which employs explicit

program control of ADMPX channel selection is as follows:
1.

At the end of the COMPUTE period the RESET signal
initiates the first conversion.

2.

The ADC flag is tested, and when it is raised the
contents of the ADC register are read into the AC
and stored.

3-

The AC is loaded with the number of the next ADMPX
channel to be selected, and the number is loaded
into the ADMPX register.

Then, the next conversion

is initiated by the PDP-9.
k.

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all four values
have been read in; then the ADMPX register is
loaded with zero for the next cycle of conversions.

An alternate method which relieves the program of
channel selection is as follows:
1.

At the end of the COMPUTE period the RESET signal
initiates the first conversion.
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2.

The ADC flag is tested) and when it is raised the
contents of the ADC register are read into the AC
and subsequently stored.

The read-in signal

(through patching on the LPB) simultaneously
increments the ADMPX register to select the next
channel in sequence.
3.

The PDP-9 initiates the next conversion.

k.

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all four values
have been read in; at this point the ADMPX register
has cycled back to its original state and is ready
for the next sequence of conversions.

MDACs (Figure 3*3)
The interface contains four, 12-bit, two's comple
ment, multiplying D/A converters (MDACs).

£ach MDAC is

double-buffered; that is, it has a 12-bit buffer register
which is loaded from the AC and a 12-bit device register
which is loaded from the buffer register and produces the
digital input to the MDAC.

The buffer register is loaded

with AC 0-11 by a PDP-9 instruction.

The buffer-to-device-

register transfer is effected by a PDP-9 instruction or by
patching a suitable' signal to an LPB input; the buffer-todevice transfer can be made for an individual MDAC or all
four can be simultaneously updated.

The transfer from AC

to buffer register to device register for a single MDAC can
also be effected by a single microcoded PDP-9 instruction.
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Both the AC-to-buffer-register and the buffer-to-deviceregister transfers are jam transfers; that is, the register
being loaded is not cleared before .being loaded.
The choice of MDACs rather than straight DACs for
hybrid computation is an important one since the function
needed in a hybrid simulation is often the product of an
analog voltage and a digital-computer-generated number.
This is the case in parameter-optimization problems, where
the MDAC functions as a digitally controlled potentiometer,
and in hybrid function generation, where the digital
computer supplies slopes (a^) and intercepts (b^) for
linear segment approximations, y = a^x + b^, to a nonlinear
function (Rubin 1966).

The MDAC generates this product

with the accuracy of a linear analog computing element; if
DACs were used, an additional analog multiplier would be
necessary to generate the product.

Since the analog

multiplier is normally less accurate than a linear comput
ing element, the MDAC performs the required multiplication
with greater accuracy and less hardware than a setup using
a DAC.
Double-buffering and the use of a jam transfer to
load the device register are important considerations in
combined simulation.

Double-buffering permits simultaneous

updating of digital inputs to all MDACs.

Because there is

always a processing delay between the time when analog
voltages are sampled and the time when the digital computer

updates the MDACs, it may be necessary to compensate the
new MDAC values to account for this delay (Karplus 1966).
Double-buffering enables us to use a fixed delay for all
MDAC inputs, simplifying the computation of predicted
values.

Simultaneous updating aldo eliminates errors

resulting from time skew in updating the MDAC inputs.

In

addition, the buffer register can be used to store the
updated value as soon as it is available; this reduces the
number of program instructions by eliminating the need to
temporarily store updated values in core memory.

In this

regard, note that program-controlled I/O transfers by the
PDP-9 always involve the AC and not a core memory location.
The use of a jaiii transfer to load the device register
eliminates the undesired transient that would occur at the
MDAC output if the device register were cleared prior to
each transfer from the buffer register.
The choice of the number of bits is based on
Maybach's results in solving Pontryagin-type optimal con
trol problems on a hybrid computer (Maybach 1966).

His

solutions were quite sensitive to small changes in certain
parameter values, as is generally true in this class of
problems.

The particular parameters were initial values

set by 8-bit D/A converters; because of the converters'
limited resolution, he had to settle for less accurate
results than desired.

As a solution, he suggested that the
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minimum word length for the D/A converters should be eleven
or twelve bits.
The two's complement code of the MDAC digital input
variable is compatible with PDP-9 representation of fixed
point numbers and eliminates the ambiguity associated with
the two codes for zero found in one's complement notation.
The PDP-9 instruction set includes both one's and two's
complement addition.

Only one's complement signed multi

plication is possible.

Linkage Patchbay (Figure 3«^)
Control Register.

The interface includes a 12-bit

control register, which is loaded from the AC by a PDP-9
instruction.

The instruction jam-transfers AC 6-17 into

the 12 control register flip-flops.

The "set" output of

each flip-flop is terminated on the LPB.
In general, the control register will be used to
control ASTRAC II from the PDP-9; its exact use will depend
on the particular hybrid-computer application.

For

example, if the modes of individual integrators are under
PDP-9 control, the PDP-9 will exercise control through one
or more of the control register flip-flops; if D/A switches
are used to effect analog computer program changes under
PDP-9 control, the switches can be opened or closed through
the states of control register flip-flops.
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The use of jam-transfer to load the control
register is an especially important consideration in many
hybrid-computer applications.

Since in a single problem

the control register may be performing a number of inde
pendent functions, such as exercising operating-mode
control, individual integrator mode control, and D/A
switch state control, it will sometimes be necessary to
change one or more bits of the control register without
altering even momentarily the remaining bits.

This

capability is most easily obtained through jam-transfer.
Data Read-in Gates.

The interface Includes 12 data

read-in. gates with inputs terminated on the LPB.

A PDP-9

instruction reads the levels patched on the LPB into
AC 6-17In general, the gates will be used to read discrete
digital data from ASTRAC II into the PDP-9; as in the case
of the control register, the exact use will depend on the
application.

For example, the read-in gates can be used to

read the states of comparators, ASTRAC II timing signals,
or DPB flip-flops.
Free IOT Pulses.

Four device selectors are used to

carry out PDP-9 commands to the interface.

Ten of the

twelve available IOT pulses issued by PDP-9 instructions
are used in conjunction with the subdevice lines to perform
functions such as loading MDACs, testing flags, and reading
the ADC.

Two of the pulses are not used to perform any

specific function in the linkage, but are terminated on the
LPB for general use in the hybrid problem.
In general, the two free IOT pulses will be used to
perform control functions which require a pulse input, as
opposed to the level inputs available from the control
register.

Perhaps the most important function requiring a

pulse input is the initiation of ASTRAC II single runs,
though pulses are also used to clear overload flip-flops
and to strobe data into the DPB flip-flops.
Patchable Program Interrupt Flags.

The interface

includes two patchable PI flags, referred to as Flag 1 and
Flag 2; inputs to both are terminated on the LPB.

Flag 1

is connected to the PI facility, the I/O skip facility, and
to AC 17 of the I/O read status facility.

A PDP-9 skip

instruction tests the status of Flag 1; the read status
instruction reads the status of Flag 1 into AC 17.

Flag 2

is connected to the PI facility and to the I/O skip
facility; a PDP-9 skip instruction tests its status.
In general, the patchable PI flags will be used to
interrupt the PDP-9 for appropriate action when particular
conditions exist in the analog computer; the user will
specify the conditions (through patching) for his particu
lar application.

For example, a special digital computer

routine might be required if any analog computing element
goes into overload or if a particular element's output
exceeds a specified voltage.

The routine can be entered
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through a program interrupt caused by the specific condi
tion.

ASTRAC II Clock Flag
An important function included in the interface
hardware is the ability of the PDP-9 to test the status of
the ASTRAC II clock with an I/O skip instruction.

This

enables the PDP-9 to determine when an ASTRAC II single run
(1000 milliruns long) has been completed and thus to deter
mine when another single-run can be initiated.

We antici

pate that single run operation will be the most frequent
mode of operation; this instruction will facilitate singlerun operation.

3.3

Physical Description
The interface hardware is located in the right-hand

bay of the ASTRAC II cabinet and communicates with the
PDP-9 through an I/O bus cable.

The four MDACs are plugged

directly into the rear of the analog patchbay and are
linked to the interface through four shielded cables which
carry the digital inputs.

Other signals from ASTRAC II are

wired directly to the interface.

Power is supplied from

the ASTRAC II power supplies.
The interface logic is designed to make maximum use
of CCC (Computer Control Company) logic modules (Computer
Control Company 1962) similar to those used in the digital
sections of ASTRAC II because a large number of these
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were available from previous projects.

In particular, the

A/D converter and the D/A converter registers consist of
CCC modules exclusively.

Most logic which connects

directly to the I/O bus uses DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation) logic modules.

This causes some problems

because CCC logic levels are ground and -6 volts, while
DEC levels are ground and -3 volts.

The problems are

circumvented by employing gates (NAND, AND, etc.) as level
changers whenever necessary.

DEC gates will operate with

CCC input levels and DEC output levels.

A number of CCC

gate cards (DI-30 NAND gates) have been modified to operate
with DEC input levels and CCC output levels.

CHAPTER k

ANALOG/DIGITAL/ANALOG CONVERSION

This chapter presents details of the analog-todigital converter (ADC) and multiplexer (ADMPX) and the
multiplying digital-to-analog converters (MDACs) in the
linkage system.

First, the two's complement code used in

the linkage and scaling considerations for hybrid computa
tion are presented.
discussed.

Then, the ADC and its multiplexer are

Next, a detailed discussion of the design and

construction of the MDAC is presented.

Finally, some

suggestions concerning improved A/D conversion and multi
plying D/A conversion are presented.

k.l

Scaling Considerations
In discussing A/D and D/A converters for use with

the PDP-9, the two's complement code for representing
digital quantities is of particular interest.

In it an

18-bit binary integer X Q ... Xj , stored in the PDP-9 or in
a register of an ADC or an MDAC, represents the quantity
X D = ( 2 ) 1 7 [ x i ( 2 ) " 1 + ... + X 1 7 ( 2 ) ~ 1 7 -Xq ( 2 ) 0 ]

We see that

-C2) 1 7 < X D * (2) 1 7 - 1
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Note that the ADC and MDAC registers are only twelve bits
long; in order to utilize the l8-bit word length of the
PDP-9 fully and to insure that data transferred between the
interface and the PDP-9 is properly scaled, data is trans
ferred between the device registers and the twelve most
significant bits of the PDP-9 accumulator (AC).

The six

least significant bits are lost in analog-to-digital con
version and are assumed to be zeroes in digital-to-analog
conversion.
A/D and D/A conversion each involve a transforma
tion between an analog machine variable X^ and a cor
responding digital variable Xp (Wait 1967)•

If X D is in

two's complement form, these operations involve a conver
sion factor F, such that an N-bit A/D converter computes
the binary integer X^ ... X^ which minimizes the expression

XA

- F [X 1 (2)" 1 + ... + X n (2)" N - X q (2) 0 ] (2) 1 7 |

An N-bit multiplying D/A converter generates the voltage
FX
[ x i ( 2 ) ~ 1 + ... + XN ( 2 ) ' N - Xq ( 2 ) ° ] ( 2 ) 1 7

For use with 10-volt analog computers, the conversion
factor is

F = -

1 0

(2)17
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4.2

Analog-to-digital Converter
There are a number of methods for performing two's

complement A/D conversion (Ruff 1967) •

Here we discuss

only the successive-approximation method used in the
ASTRAC II-PDP-9 linkage system'.

Figure 4 .1a presents a

block diagram of the ADC; it operates as follows:
1.

X

Q

is determined by comparing the analog input X^

to 0 v.
If X, » 0, then X rt = 0.
A
O
If X A < 0, then X Q = 1.
2.

X^ is determined by comparing X^ « X^ + 10X^(2)^
- 10(2)~ 1 to 0 v.
If X^ =» 0, then X^ = 1.
If X A 1 c 0, then Xj = 0.

3«

Xg is determined by comparing X^ 2 = X^ + 10X^(2)^
-1
lo[x i(2)
+ (2)~2 ] to 0 v.

4.

If

X A2

If

X A2

0, then x 2 = 1.
c 0, then X 2 = 0.

This comparison process is repeated to determine
X^,

X (N-l)"

Finally, X^ is determined by

comparing X A N = X A + 10X 0 (2)° - loj^X ]L (2)~ 1 + ...
+ (2)~ N ] to 0 v.
If X^

JJ

=» 0, then X^ = 1.

If X^^j «= 0, then X^ = 0.
At the start of the conversion sequence, the register con
tains all zeroes.

The hard wired control program performs
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the addition of 1 to each successive bit of the register
and subtracts it if the bit proves to be a 0.

At the end

of the conversion sequence, the register contains the
binary integer X

Q

... X^.

Note that this type of converter has a maximum
error equal to the least significant bit (LSB), as illus
trated in its transfer characteristic in Fig.

4 .1b.

The.

maximum error is reduced to 1/2(LSB) by shifting the X^
axis by l/2(LSB).

This corresponds to adding a voltage

equivalent to 1/2(LSB) to the signal X^, as illustrated in
the transfer characteristic and circuit in Fig.

4 .2.

A number of analog inputs can be multiplexed into
the ADC by the addition of a D/A switch to each analog
signal line and multiplexer control logic which provides a
signal to close the switch in the selected analog-signal
line.

A four-channel ADC multiplexer is illustrated in

Fig. 4.3.

The Interface ADC
The A/D converter in the linkage system is a
modified version of the CCC Model 7l6l (Computer Control
Company 1964).

The. standard Model 7l6l is an 11-bit-plus-

sign, signed-magnitude, successive-approximation, A/D
converter, having a conversion time which can be varied
between 70 and

l4o

[isec.

A number of modifications have

been made to the standard Model 7l6l.

The digital number
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resulting from an A/D oonversion is now in two's complement
form, and its length can be varied in one-bit steps from
1-bit-plus-sign to 11-bit-plus-sign.

Since the converter

is relatively slow and its conversion time is directly
proportional to the number of bits in the digital number,
this arrangement permits a trade-off between speed and
accuracy.

As a result of this modification, the present

A/D converter is a variable-length, two's-complement,
successive-approximation converter, having a maximum con
version time which varies from 2k (isec for a 1-bit-plussign digital number to 1^0 (isec for an 11-bit-plus-sign
digital number.

Analog-signal Multiplexer
To permit greater flexibility, a four-channel,
analog-signal multiplexer (ADMPX) has replaced the original
single analog input.

This allows selection of one input

out of four for conversion.

Channel selection is con

trolled by a two-stage register which can be loaded from
the PDP-9 or can be incremented by the PDP-9 or by an
external pulse.

In the latter mode, the channel sequence

can be short-cycled by patchbay wiring; thus, one can
automatically and repeatedly cycle through two, three, or
four channels without having to reload the ADMPX register
from the PDP-9.

Also, a flag flip-flop has been added to

indicate the completion of a conversion.

The flag is wired

\
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to the program-interrupt and I/O skip (sense) lines of the
I/O bus.

ADC Operation
Operation of the ADC is straightforward.

Digital

word-length is selected with a switch on the front panel.
A constant analog voltage is applied to the selected
multiplexer analog input.

A conversion is initiated by the

positive-going transition of a pulse applied to the con
verter's trigger input and proceeds to completion.

The

pulse is supplied by the PDP-9, by patching on the linkage
patchbay (LPB), or by depressing a pushbutton switch on the
ADC front panel.
The result is displayed in lights on the front
panel.

The flag is raised at the completion of a conver

sion and is cleared by the trigger pulse which initiates a
conversion or by the pulse which reads the converter's
digital register into the PDP-9.

There is a sign inversion

between the ADC input on the analog patchbay and the digital
result; thus, if the input voltage is X, the result of the
conversion is a binary number representing the value -X.
An ADMPX channel is selected by jam-transfer of
bits 16 and 17 of the PDP-9 AC into the ADMPX register; or
the channel number can be automatically incremented through
two, three, or four cycles, depending on LPB patching.

When no patchbay interconnections are made, incrementing
the register causes it to cycle through all four states.

4.3

Multiplying Digital-to-analog Converter
To illustrate the operation of a multiplying

digital-to-analog converter (MDAC) and to introduce the
terminology of this section, consider the
complement MDAC shown in Fig.

XCD'• xa [xi(2,_1

where

4.4.

4 -bit,

two's

Its output voltage is

• V2)"2 • V2'"3 - V2)0]

is a time-varying analog voltage between +10 volts

and -10 volts, and X Q = X^X^^X^ is a two's complement
binary number.

The digital inputs control the states of

ideal shunt switches that are OPEN (not conducting) on
logical 1 and CLOSED (conducting) on logical 0.

Assuming

all the switches are open, the resistance networks between
the analog inputs and the summing junction are binaryweighted, having transfer impedances Zq = R, Z^ = 2R,
Z^

= 4R,

and Z^ =

8R.

The transfer impedance of each

resistive network is defined as the ratio of the analog
input voltage to the current flowing to the summing
junction through that network.

The Z Q -network will be

called the most-significant-bit (MSB) line, while the Zy
network will be called the least-significant-bit (LSB)
line.

The value of the transfer impedance Z^ will be

called the impedance level of the MDAC.

Shunt switches can
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x0 = 0 =S> CLOSED
X Q = 1 => OPEN

Fig. k.k* Four-bit, Two's complement, Multiplying
Digital-to-analog Converter (MDAC)
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be replaced by series switches if the complementary binary
signals X , X^, Xg, and X^ are used to control their
Q

states.
Expansion from a 4-bit MDAC to the 12-bit MDAC used
in the interface requires the addition of eight switches
and transfer-impedance networks with values R(2) , • ••>
R(2)^.

Figure 4.5 shows the twelve transfer-impedance

networks used in the interface MDAC; Z Q is 5 Kohm.

Table

4 .1 lists the MDAC's specifications.
Electronic-switch Design
The major problem in fast, accurate, low-cost D/A
multiplication is the reduction and elimination of errors
introduced by non-ideal switches.

For our purposes, an

ideal switch is one which exhibits infinite impedance and
zero leakage current in the open state and zero impedance
(or possibly constant impedance in a series switch) and
zero offset voltage in the closed state.

Ideal open-state

properties can be closely approximated with solid-state
electronic switches, but ideal closed-state properties are
more difficult to obtain.
The following qualitative remarks concerning switch
design for an n-bit (including sign) MDAC are pertinent.
Here, the term difficulty refers to a combination of cost,
design effort, and fabrication time.
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Table 4.1.

Static Accuracy;

MDAC Specifications

The error in the output voltage is less

than one-half the output voltage due to the LSB.

There

fore, the output voltage is a monotonic function of the
digital input variable and is accurate to within 0.025 per
cent of 10 volt half-scale.

Dynamic Accuracy:

The output voltage settles to within

25 millivolts of its final value within 10 (isec.

Complete

settling time is 20 (Isec.

Small-signal Frequency Response:

The output voltage in

response to a small sinusoidal input (200 millivolt peakto-peak) is down 3 db at 1*7 MHz.

1.

The design is usually straightforward for n less
than 10; but the design becomes increasingly diffi
cult for n greater than 10.

The problem, of

course, is that the allowable error is halved with
each additional bit.

Ten bits seems to be the

number which separates the straightforward design
from the difficult one.

This is readily noted in

the prices of many commercial DACs.
2.

The design becomes increasingly difficult as the
MDAC 1 s impedance level decreases, because the
decrease tends to amplify the effect of a given
offset-voltage or transfer-impedance error.

3»

Usually, the major portion of the MDAC's total
static error is introduced by the switches in the
two or three most significant bits because of the
relatively low transfer impedances of these lines.

k.

It is more difficult to design an MDAC switch,
which must switch a time-varying analog voltage,
than it is to design an ordinary digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) switch, which need switch only a
single constant analog reference voltage.

The series switch and the shunt switch in Fig. 4.6
have the following relative advantages and disadvantages.
1.

The series switch requires only one input resistor
per switch.

The shunt switch requires an input
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network divided into at least two components, thus
increasing cost and requiring more space.

Note,

however, that to obtain large transfer-impedance
values, it is desirable in any case to use a Tnetwork to avoid the relatively long time constants
associated with large resistance values and their
stray capacitances.
2.

The input impedance of the shunt-switch network
when CLOSED, in the case shown, is only one-half
that of the series-switch network when CLOSED.

In

an MDAC having twelve transfer-impedance networks
this could represent a considerably larger current
requirement to the analog-signal source.
3<

In the case shown in Fig. 4.6a, the amplifier feed
back ratio p (Korn and Korn 1964) is (1/3) when the
shunt switch is CLOSED and (1/2) when it is OPEN;
in Fig. 4.6b, p is (1/2) when the series switch is
CLOSED and (l) when it is OPEN.

To a first

approximation an amplifier phase error, for a
sinusoidal input, is inversely proportional to £,
indicating better frequency response for the
circuit using the series switch.

In an MDAC having

twelve transfer-impedance networks, a circuit using
series switching may provide better frequency
response than one using shunt switching.

»

The error in the MDAC output voltage can be
analyzed in terms of two error components:

one due to

errors AZ in the transfer-impedance values, and one due to
errors introduced by the switches.

The first type is

discussed >below in general terms; the second type is then
discussed in relation to the two-transistor shunt switch
actually employed in the MDAC.
Transfer-impedance Errors.

This type occurs if

exact binary-weighting of the transfer impedances is not
achieved because of resistor tolerances or variations of
series-switch resistance.

The circuit of Fig. 4.7

illustrates this error; the output voltage is
R

xo

where

0

- - z2

X1

+ Axo

is the output-voltage error introduced by the

transfer-impedance errorAZ.

Figure 4.8 shows each type of

network used in the MDAC and defines the network transfer
impedance, Z.
impedance error

The error (AX )^ introduced by the transferQ

(i = 0,

11) is approximated by
N
ax„ i ^
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total transfer-impedance error produced by the 12-bit MDAC
is approximated by

•E
11

E

z

«i

i=0

If we express E^ in terms of [lOO G^R^^/R^

, the per cent

resistor tolerance, static accuracy requirements can be met
by specifying a suitably small tolerance for each resistor
(e.g., all 0.1% resistors); however, if stricter tolerances
are placed on the resistors in the more significant bit
lines, only relatively loose tolerances are required on the
remaining resistors.

Unfortunately, this method could not

be used because purchase of resistors of the required
values and tolerances was not economically feasible.

A

practical method for selecting resistors from a stock of
1.0% or 0.1% resistors will be described later.
In the case of series switching, if the seriesswitch impedance shows a small variation AR from its
nominal value, it introduces an error similar to a transferimpedance error.

Assuming that the switch is located at

the summing junction, it introduces an error AR., in R.,
xl
xl
of Z^.

This generates an output-voltage error

AX

a e. =
OS
x
c

X,
0
* R ii
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This is the type of error introduced by a aeries
JFET or MOSFET switch if its ON resistance, R^g, varies
with its drain-to-source current, Ipg, or with the ambient

4 .2

temperature.

Table

an error

for the transfer^impedance networks of

Fig. 4.5*

lists the value e^ resulting from

The table shows that a 1-ohm variation AR ^ in
Q

the MSB line (Z^ = 5 Kohms) introduces a 2 mV outputvoltage error.
Offset-voltage and Saturation-resistance Errors.
The circuit of Fig. 4.9a and its model in Fig. 4.9b illus
trate the sources of the error component due to offset
voltage and saturation resistance in the CLOSED state for a
two-transistor shunt switch similar to that used in the
MDAC.

The model's output voltage is approximated by

x
. - 3i
A OFF
RX

where

r

VB

+

r

r

R^

VA

+

arr

R^Rj

X 1)

(4.1)

and Vg are saturation voltages and R^ and Rg are

saturation resistances of about one ohm and are small
compared to the other resistances.

4 .1,

The constant terms in

due to non-zero saturation voltage, can be cancelled

by offsetting Qg's collector by a voltage [" V B If cancellation is not exact, a small, constant, outputvoltage error remains.

If such errors occur, the MDAC•s

per cent error varies inversely with

and the 1/2(LSB)
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Table 4.2.

Transfer-impedance Errors

Output-voltage error e-j. (millivolts) resulting
from an error AR (ohms) in resistor R^ (Fig. 4.8) for each
of the transfer impedance networks of the 12-bit MDAC
(Fig. 4.5).

i

(Kohms)

e^ (mV)

0

5

2 AR

1

10

AR/2

2

20

AR/8

3

4o

AR/12.8

4

80

AR/42.7

5

160

AR/ 6 9 . 5

6

320

AR/134

7

64o

AR/272

8

1,280

AR/527

9

2,560

AR/1,062

10

5,120

&R/2 , 0 9 0

11

10,240

AR/4,265
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and monotonicity requirements cannot be met for small
analog input voltages.
Assuming that the saturation voltage errors can be
cancelled, the error introduced by the switch is due to the
term that varies linearly with X.^.

This term produces an

output-voltage error similar to a positive transferDue to the magnitude of the denominator,

impedance error.

the error is negligible in all but the two most significantbit lines.

The size of this error is discussed in the

following section.

The Two-transistor Shunt Switch
The circuit for the two-transistor shunt switch
used in the MDAC is shown in Fig. 4.10.
Xp reverse biases

, Qg, and

signal current to flow from
-3 volt level at X^ saturates

A ground level at

(OPEN state), allowing
to the summing junction.
, Q^, and

A

(CLOSED

state), clamping points A and B to ground.
OPEN State.
OPEN; Qg and

In this state, the shunt switch is

are reverse-biased and the only error

introduced by the switch is that due to the leakage
currents of

and

.

This error can be practically

eliminated by low-leakage silicon transistors.

Note that

Q^'s emitter potential can range from -4 volts to +4
volts; thus, its emitter-base breakdown voltage must be
8 volts or greater.

The 2N3242A transistor used in the

86
switch has maximum leakage currents

I

cbo

and I e b o of

10 nA and emitter-base absolute-maximum rating of 8 volts.
Using a 5 Kohm feedback resistor (Fig. k.3 and Fig. 4.10),
the worst-case error due to leakage in a single switch is
less than 50 microvolts.

In this state, the transistor

switch therefore closely approximates an ideal switch.
CLOSED State.
CLOSED;

and

In this state, the shunt switch is

are saturated.

The error introduced by

the switch is due to saturation voltage and saturation
resistance.

The saturation-voltage error can be eliminated

if one adjusts
when

30

is at ground.

that the voltage at point B is zero
The output-voltage error due to. the

saturation resistance of

and the 1 ohm resistance in

series with it varies linearly with X A >

Figure 4.11 shows

typical transfer characteristics of the switch using the
transfer impedances of the two most significant bit lines.
With Z

Q

= 5 Kohm, the maximum error is about 0.25 milli

volts; with Z^ = 10 Kohm, the maximum error is about 60
microvolts.

For less significant bits, the saturation-

resistance error is negligible.
Note that the 1 ohm resistor is connected to the
ASTRAC II signal ground.

When using a shunt switch, it is

important that voltage drops on the signal-ground line of
the MDAC printed-circuit board, due to varying current
flow, be small.

For example, a 100 microvolt change in the

signal ground potential at the MSB switch, due to resistive

Q1--2N4126
Q2, Q3--2N3242A
Dl, D4—1N773A
D2, D3, D5, D6--1N4009

Op. Amp.
5-6K

5.11K
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« R11
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Q3
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D5;

D3

D6

J 1 ohm
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R13 <R14

D4
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R7

switch es

13K

R10
2.2K

-15
Fig. 4.10.

Two Transistor Shunt Switch
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Fig. 4.11.

Two-transistor Switch Transfer

For curve Aj R^ - 2K, Ro = IK, Rk - 2K; for curve
B, Rx = 4.02K, R3 = IK, R? = 4.99K.
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drops on the printed circuit board, can produce a 250
microvolt output-voltage error.

For this reason, printed-

circuit board layout and the use of broad ground lines are
important considerations in constructing the MDAC.
Transient Characteristics.

The transient

characteristics of the two-transistor shunt switch of
Fig.

4 .10--i.e.,

the effect at the operational amplifier

output due to a change of state at the digital input--are
illustrated in Figs.

4 .12

and

4 .13*

Capacitors CI and C2

were chosen to provide output settling time less than
2 Usee and as small a switching spike as possible.

4 .12a

Figure

shows that in going from the CLOSED (-3 volt) state

to the OPEN (ground) state with

at ground there is a

0.6 |isec delay followed by a 0.7 volt spike which lasts for
0.8 Jlsec.

Figure

4 .12b

shows that in going from the OPEN

to the CLOSED state there is a 0.1 (Xsec delay followed by
a 1.1 volt spike which lasts for 0.8 |J.sec.

Figure

4 .13

shows the switching transients present when CI and C2 are
removed from the circuit.

The delays are the same, but the

spikes are shorter (0.3 Usee and 0.5 |Xsec) and larger
(0.9 volts and 1.6 volts).

MDAC Circuit Details and Characteristics
For use in the ASTRAC II system, the MDAC compo
nents are mounted on two 1.75" x 9" printed circuit boards.
The six MSBs are on one card, and the six LSBs are on the
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other.

The two cards are mounted in a shielded box plugged

directly into the rear of the ASTRAC II analog patchbay.
Analog inputs are patched on the analog patchbay; power
connections and digital inputs from the linkage are
connected through a connector at the rear.
MDAC dynamic characteristics are illustrated by
Fig. k.lk.

Figure k.lka was obtained with the X^ and -X^

inputs patched to +10 and -10 volts respectively.

The top

trace (A) shows the 20 volt swing at the operational ampli
fier output when X^ was switched from octal 4000 to octal

3777*

The bottom trace (B) shows the output-voltage swing

when X D was switched from octal 3777 to octal 4000.
Figure 4.l4b was obtained with the X A and -X^
inputs patched to +10 and -10 volts respectively.

The

trace shows the staircase output voltage that resulted when
Xp was stepped from octal 7770 to octal 0010.

Figure 4.l4b

illustrates MDAC monotonicity as the digital input changes
sign and each switch changes state.
The top trace in Fig. k.lkc was obtained with the
X^ and -X A inputs shorted together and patched to a + 5
volt square wave (bottom trace) obtained from a lowimpedance source.

X D was octal 7777.

Figure k.lkc illus

trates MDAC frequency response with respect to the analog
input.
The small-signal frequency response with respect to
the analog input was measured with the X A and -X^ inputs
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Continued. Dynamic Characteristics
of 12-bit MDAC
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shotted together and patched to a 0.2 volt (peak-to-peak)
sine wave.

Xp was octal 7777; there was no load at the

amplifier output.
1.7 MHz.

The output voltage was down 3 db at

Using a 5 volt sine wave 1 , the output-voltage

error was 0.5 per cent of half scale at 2.5 KHz.

By com

parison, an ASTRAC II unity-gain inserter with 5 Kohm feed
back resistor is down 3 db at 3*5 MHz and exhibits 0.5 per
cent error at Ik KHz (Eckes 1967b).
Selection of Resistors for MDAC Networks
The transfer-impedance networks used in the MDAC
are shown in Fig. 4.5•

This section discusses the form of

the networks and the procedure for picking the resistors.
Use of the two-transistor switch requires that each
network have two nodes in addition to the input and
summing-junction connections.

To minimize time constants

related to stray and other circuit capacitances, the
resistance values have been chosen so that there is at most
25 Kohm resistance between any node and ground or the
summing junction.

For this reason, T-networks are used in

Z 0 to Z/- and 7I-networks are used in Z_ to Z,,.
3"
7
11
Resistors are selected by comparing the MDAC output
voltage due to the bit being calibrated and that due to all
the less significant bits.

The voltages must differ by the

output voltage due to the LSB.

The resistors corresponding
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to the bit being calibrated are hand-selected and trimmed
to satisfy this condition.
The transfer-impedance networks were matched on the
bench and later soldered into the final configuration.
This is possible because the shunt switch does not con
tribute to the transfer impedance.
In the measurement circuit, shown in Pig. 4.15* a
relay connects either -10.0 volts or ground to the bit
being calibrated, while a second relay connects either 0
volts or -10.0 volts to all the less significant bits.

a

low frequency square wave (f < 0.5 Hz.) switches the
relays; during alternate half-cycles the desired output
voltages are read on the meter.

The transfer impedance

being calibrated is adjusted by hand-selecting its
component resistors so that the difference between the
output voltages during alternate half-cycles equals the
output voltage due to the lsb.

a positive bias current,

supplied through R 0 , is adjusted to keep the output voltage
small, permitting accurate measurements using the more
sensitive meter settings.

Ground connections are soldered

together at a single point, and leads are kept as short as
possible; -10.0 volts is obtained from a low impedance
source (an operational amplifier output).
The LSB is selected first, and the more significant
bits are then selected in ascending order to obtain binaryweighted transfer impedance networks.

The final step
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+ 10 V

0V
-10.0 V

0V
TO hp 425A

Fig. *1.15.

Circuit Used in Selecting Transferimpedance Networks

matches the feedback resistor to the MSB to obtain the
correct output voltage amplitude.
Hand-selecting resistors for the MDAC is straight
forward if one has a large stock of each value, knows the
relative resistances of the resistors of a given nominal
value, and has a fairly uniform distribution of resistances
within the tolerance of each value.

Because the transfer

impedance networks are linear, the exact resistance that
must be placed in a branch to obtain the correct output
voltage can be calculated simply from measurements of the
output voltage that result when two resistors of known
value are successively substituted in that branch.

Or, if

a resistor in a given branch is too small, a 100 ohm
potentiometer with a calibrated dial can be connected in
series and adjusted to produce the correct output voltage.
The dial reading indicates how much larger the resistance
in the branch must be to achieve binary weighting.
Since the sensitivity of the output voltage to
transfer impedance errors increases with the transfer
impedance's significance, it may be necessary to trim one
resistor in each of the four most significant bits to
achieve binary weighting.

Such trimming is usually

unnecessary on the less significant bit lines.

If one

per cent resistors are used, it is important that the LSB's
transfer impedance be within one per cent of its ideal
value, (2) 1:1 "Z 0 ; otherwise it is impossible to match the
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more significant bits to the LSB because the impedances
required differ from their nominal values by more than one
per cent.
Before opting for the resistor-matching technique
just described, a number of approaches were investigated.
In general they required either a matched pair of resistors
or positive and negative voltages of identical magnitude.
Neither requirement could be met and maintained suffi
ciently well for accurate matching.

It would have been

possible to use the actual MDAC switches to effectively
switch between 0 volts and -10.0 volts with the technique
used.

But this would have been less convenient and would

have made it difficult to distinguish transfer-impedance
errors from saturation-voltage errors.

Measurements were

made with a Hewlett Packard .Model 425A microvolt-ammeter
rather than with an oscilloscope, because the meter
filters out stray 60 Hz signals which are more difficult
to eliminate if data are displayed on a scope.

Measurement of Relative Resistance Values
Figure 4.l6 shows the circuit used to measure the
relative resistances of the one per cent metal-film
resistors used in the MDAC.

The difference AR between the

value of a standard resistor R g and an unknown resistance R
of nominal value R g is found from single measurements on
the circuits in Fig. 4.l6a and 4.l6b.

The input voltages

OA

X
1

X

2
OB
(b)

Fig. k.l6.

Circuit Used in Measuring Relative Values
of a Group of Resistors of
Nominal Value Rg

Values of Xq^ and Xqq usually lie in the range
millivolt to 3 volts.
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X^ and Xg = -(X^ + AX) include a term to account for our
inability to generate positive and negative voltages of
identical magnitude.
The circuit in Fig. 4.l6a produces the approximate
output voltage

-X

OA

Rg I

* ) " • ft

X1

"

X 0FF

Reversing the input voltage connections, as in Fig. 4.l6b,
the approximate output is

- X 0B= "

IAX
l^ "

'

AR
R_
S

' R o\
]

Sl

X1

"

X 0FF

where X Q F F is the amplifier's offset voltage.

Equation

k.2 relates AR and (X^ - X qjj ) and is independent of AX and
OFF*
X
X
AR = - * 0A " QB ^
2X,

R
0

R,

(4 .2)

As an example, if X Q A and X Q B are in millivolts and
if Rg = 20K, R Q = 1M, and X^ = -10.0 volts, AR (ohms) is

AR =

^ X 0A "
50

X QB ^

If the amplifier is balanced initially and its
drift is small compared to the voltages being measured, and
if the drift in the relative values of X
we can adjust X g so that X Q A = -X Q B .

X

and X is small,
6

Then, AX = 0 and
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Xqff

=

Of and Eqn. k.2 becomes

Only one measurement is necessary to evaluate Eqn. 4.3A FORTRAN program (called REM) converts
resistance value AR according to Eqn. 4.3*
to 150 values of

to a

It accepts up

and outputs corresponding values AR

in the same order as received and then in ascending order
from smallest to largest value.

Such a directory of values

is indispensible in hand-selecting resistors for the MDAC
networks.

3
Resolution of 1 ohm in 50x10 ohms is readily
achieved.

More accurate.readings require waiting until

thermal time constants settle more completely.

Though test

conditions, such as current and temperature, were held
constant, they could be varied if necessary.

Selection of R.^
The resistance R^ is selected to minimize the
error introduced by the switch by equating the output
voltage in the OPEN state to that in the CLOSED state,
with

at ground in both cases.

Its value must be deter

mined experimentally due to the different transfer impedance
networks and to differences in the characteristics of each
transistor.
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To determine the value of **2.3*

a

* o w frequency

square wave is applied to the digital input, alternately
opening and closing the switch;

ia

replaced with a

potentiometer and the output voltage, X Q , is displayed on
a sensitive dc voltmeter.

The potentiometer setting is

adjusted until X Q remains constant over both cycles of the
square wave.

At this point, the output due to the switch's

saturation voltage in the CLOSED state equals that due to
its leakage current in the OPEN state.

If the potentiometer

is used in the final configuration, the adjustment is
complete; in the MDAC two fixed re*lstors--one has a value
between 0 and 300 ohms to permit fine adjustment--are
substituted for the potentiometer.

For the resistance

values that result, X^ is relatively insensitive to changes
in

adjustment of R^ to within 100 ohms of the correct

value provides sufficient accuracy in the 12-bit MDAC.
Table 4.3 lists typical values of R^ f° r each bit.
When all 12 switches have been compensated in the
above manner, the MDAC can be balanced by setting X^ = 0 v.
and adjusting the balance control of the associated opera
tional amplifier.

The logical states of the digital inputs

do not affect the balancing operation.
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Table 4.3.

Bit

Typical Values of R^j Used in MDAC

R 13

^ Kohm ^

0

6.47

1

6.5

2

5-4

3

5-71

4

5-54

5

5.36

6

4.86

7

5.05

8

4.73

9

4.43

10

5.11

11

5-0
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k.k

Suggestions for Improved ADC and MDAC

Improved ADC
In this chapter we have discussed the ADC, a com
mercial unit, in terms of its published specifications.

In

testing the unit, we have since found that the output is
monotonic only if word length is 10-bits (sign included) or
less.

In addition, the converter suffers from poor

linearity, as illustrated in the amplitude-distribution
example which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

A converter

is monotonic if all output states are present and in their
correct order; it is perfectly linear if there is no
variation in the spacing of its switching points.

Both

problems stem from the commercial unit's D/A converter
(Fig.

4 .1)

which exhibits offset-voltage and transfer-

impedance errors and relatively long settling time.

The

monotonicity and settling-time problems could be readily
eliminated by replacing the present DAC with a faster,
accurate 11-bit DAC.

The linearity problem will be con

sidered in Chapter 6.

Improved MDAC
This section discusses improvements to the present
MDAC and suggests two alternate approaches to designing the
MDAC switch.

Keep in mind that the MDAC could employ a

combination of the switch types presented here.

Two recent
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articles by Schmid also discuss analog-switch design
(1968a) and D/A conversion (1968b).
Two-transistor Shunt Switch.

The interface MDAC

employs the two-transistor shunt switch described above.
Though this design provides satisfactory operation, the
resulting MDAC is not easy to build and adjust, because of
the necessity of hand-selecting

f° r each switch, and

due to the switch's sensitivity to voltage variations on
the signal-ground lines of its printed circuit cards.

Use

of a trimmer potentiometer in each switch would largely
eliminate the problem of hand-selecting Rj^i actually, a
potentiometer in each of the four most-significant-bit
switches would greatly reduce the problem, since these
switches introduce most of the saturation-voltage error due
to the relatively low impedance between the saturated
transistor and the summing junction.

Errors due to varying

current flow on the signal-ground line are inherent in
shunt switching; however, they are especially noticeable
in this MDAC due to its printed circuit board layout and
due to the large signal-ground current differences in the
OPEN and CLOSED states (3 ®A per switch in the OPEN state
versus 6 mA in the CLOSED state).
The physical layout of the present printed circuit
boards is illustrated in Fig. 4.17a; Fig. 4.17b illustrates
a layout which should reduce signal-ground problems.

In

the improved layout, a separate signal-ground line to each
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BIT 5

•

•

•

BIT 0
(MSB)
<

BIT 11
(LSB)

•

•

l

i

i
TO ASTRAC II
SIGNAL GROUND
BUS

BIT 6
i

>

>

(a)

BIT 10

BIT 0
(MSB)

OP
AMP

TO ASTRAC II
SIGNAL GROUND
BUS
BIT 11
(LSB)

BIT 1

(b)
Fig. k.17• Illustration of Physical Layout of MDAC
Printed-circuit Card (a) and Suggested
Layout for Improved Performance (b)
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switch emanates from a single point connected to the
computer signal ground.

It is also recommended that the

MDAC output amplifier be mounted on the same board with the
switches and share the common signal-ground point; at
present the MDAC network can be patched to any unused
amplifier on the analog-computer patchbay.
FET Switch.

A design employing a series MOSFET as

switching element was studied for use in the MDAC; it is
illustrated in Fig. 4.l8.

The MOSFET tested is similar to

the 2N3796 and has nominal drain-to-source impedance, Rpg»
of 120 ohms.

This design was dropped because small varia

tions of Rpg with temperature could not be maintained
within the required design limits, so that the MOSFET
introduced a temperature-dependent transfer-impedance
error.

Rpg also varies nonlinearly with drain-to-source

current, but this effect can be compensated for.

Toler

ances on allowable transfer-impedance errors are quite
stringent in the more significant bits of our MDAC (Table

4 .2) due to its low impedance level; thus, the series
switch was not suitable for our application, though it
might be satisfactory at a higher impedance level (20
Kohm), in an MDAC with fewer bits, or in the less signifi
cant bits of our MDAC.
Though we were unable to develop a sufficiently
accurate MOSFET switch for our application, further effort
should be expended in the development of an FET switch for
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R

A »

LEVEL
SHIFT

Fig. 4.l8.

Switch Design Employing a Series MOSFET

R*

*MATCHED RESISTggS

LEVEL
SHIFT

Fig. 4.19.

TO
MDAC
S.J.

Switch Design Employing a Switched
Operational Amplifier
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MDAC appli cations because of its attractive characteris
tics.

Series FET switches can permit simpler transfer-

impedance networks, higher input impedances, and higher
feedback ratios; in addition, they will be free of the
offset-voltage and grounding problems encountered in the
two-transistor shunt switch.

The most promising area for

further study is in the use of a JFET with low drain-tosource impedance (less than 30 ohms) as switching element
for the more significant bits, although the relatively
large gate-to-drain capacitances of such JFETs tend to
cause large switching spikes.
Switched Operational Amplifier.

An approach which

may be useful in developing a switch for a low-impedance
MDAC is the use of a switched operational amplifier as
switching element.

The increasingly low cost of integrated

circuit operational amplifiers makes this approach practi«
cal.

Figure 4.19 illustrates a simplified model of such a

switch.

Low-cost FETs can be used to switch the amplifier

since the FETs are located between the summing junction and
the amplifier input where they do not affect static
accuracy.

This design allows one to choose the input

impedance.(R^) and offers the possibility of designing the
binary-weighted transfer impedances with a small set of
standard resistance values by dividing the gains between
the switched amplifier and the output amplifier.

CHAPTER 5

LINKAGE PATCHBAY AND IOT INSTRUCTIONS

This chapter describes procedures for operating the
ASTRAC II-PDP-9 hybrid computing system.

The functions of

the linkage patchbay (LPB) and the PDP-9 input/output
transfer instructions (IOT instructions) used with the
linkage system are detailed.

5•1 Linkage Patchbay
By including a separate linkage patchbay which the
user can patch to meet the requirements of his particular
application, we have provided a linkage system which will
be adaptable to a very wide variety of applications and yet
relatively easy to use.

The LPB, illustrated in Fig. 5.1,

includes terminations for digital signals associated with
ASTRAC II timing, with the PDP-9, and with the operation of
the linkage system.

The LPB also contains terminations of

one-directional trunk lines for transmitting signals from
the LPB to ASTRAC II*s digital patchbay (DPB) and vice
versa.

A large number of unused patchbay holes are

available for future addition of free logic elements to
supplement the free logic on the DPB.

Except for three

signals noted below, all inputs and outputs located on the
LPB have the DEC logic levels of ground and -3 volts.
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Fig. 5.1.

The Linkage Patchbay
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In general, terminations for related input and
output signals are combined on the LPB in the following
groups:
1*

ADC and ADMPX signals.

2.

MDAC buffer-to-device transfer signals, including
four one-shots.

3.

ASTRAC II clock and overload signals.

k.

Patchable PI flags.

5.

Seven inverting DPB-to-LPB trunk lines.

6.

Inputs to twelve gates that read-in to the PDP-9 AC.

7.

Outputs from the 12-bit control register.

8.

Eight inverting LPB-to-DPB trunk lines.

9«

PDP-9 generated signals.

10.

IOT signals used with the linkage system.

There are also four tie-points of five holes each to
simplify patching.

ADC and ADMPX Signals
This group includes the three signals (ADC Start,
AO, AO) which do not have DEC levels.
levels of ground and -6 volts.

These have CCC

This is harmless because

these voltage levels are compatible with DEC logic gates
(Section 3«3)» though they should not be used to trigger
DEC flip-flops--there are no DEC trigger inputs wired to
the LPB at present.

The signals in this group are:
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ADC Start--a positive-going pulse issued by the ADC
clock at the start of each conversion.
AO, AO, A1, Al--the outputs of the ADMPX register
flip-flops.
2, 3--the inputs used to short-cycle the ADMPX regis
ter's cycle when using the increment mode.

If 2^ is

patched to A1, the ADMPX sequence is 00, 01, 00 ... .
If 3, is patched to A1, the sequence is 00, 01, 10,
00 ... .

If £i and 3. are not patched, the sequence is

00, 01, 10, 11, 00 ... .
XI--the external-increment input to the ADMPX register.
A positive-going transition at this input causes the
ADMPX register to assume its next state.

The register

can also be incremented by PDP-9 command.
C0NV--the external ADC trigger input.

A positive-going

transition at this input clears the ADC flag and ini
tiates a conversion.

This function can also be per

formed by PDP-9 command or by depressing the push-button
on the ADC front panel.
ADFL--the ADC flag.

The flag is .raised (ground) by

completion of a conversion and is cleared (-3 volts) by
initiation of a conversion or by reading the ADC
register into the PDP-9.

The flag is hard-wired to the

I/O Skip facility and to the PI facility through the PI
switch.

It will eventually be patched to a priority-

interrupt line.
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RD IN--READ IN, a 1 |isec positive pulse, the complement
of the signal used to read the contents of the ADC
register into the PDP-9 accumulator.

This signal can

be used to increment the ADMPX register automatically.
In this manner the ADMPX channels are read sequen
tially, thus reducing program execution time and the
-number of program instructions.
R--the complement of the ASTRAC II RESET signal.

R can

be used to initiate an ADC conversion at the end of an
analog computer run.

R is at -3 volts during the

COMPUTE period and at ground during the RESET period.

MDAC Buffer-to-device-register Transfer Signals
This group includes the inputs and outputs of four
one-shots (monostable multivibrators) and external transfercommand inputs for transferring the contents of an MDAC
buffer register to its device register.

The signals in

this group are:
DO, D1, D2« D3--the individual external transfercommand inputs for the four MDACs, respectively
numbered 0 to 3-

A ground level applied to one of

these inputs causes the transfer of the contents of
the corresponding MDAC buffer register to its device
register.

These individual transfers can also be

effected by PDP-9 command.
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D--the group external transfer command input.

A ground

level applied to this input transfers the contents of
all four buffer registers to their device registers..
This group transfer can also be effected by PDP-9
command.
(OS 0, -, +)—the input, negative-pulse output, and
positive-pulse output, respectively, of one shot OS 0.
A positive-going pulse, that remains positive for at
least 1.5 Usee, at input OS 0 generates simultaneous
9 (isec negative and positive pulses at the outputs
labeled (-) and (+) respectively.
(OS 1, -, +), (OS 2, -, +)« (OS 3% -* +)--one-shot
inputs and outputs similar to (OS 0, -, +).

Here,

however, the input must remain positive for at least
0.23 (isec and the output pulses are k.k (Isec long.

Note that buffer-to-device transfers occur on a
d.c. basis; i.e., they occur whenever a ground level is
patched to the transfer input, rather than when a positivegoing transition occurs at the transfer input.

To effect

a buffer-to-device transfer, the transfer command must
remain at ground for at least 1.5 Jlsec.

If the transfer

input is at ground, loading the buffer register automat
ically loads the storage register.
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ASTRAC II Clock and Overload Signals
This group includes the output signals R, Rj, R 1 ,
S^, and S^; these signals are also available on the DPB.
Their functions are described in detail in the ASTRAC II
Instruction Manual (Eckes 1967b).

The group also includes

OVLD, an output signal which indicates an overload on the
analog patchbay (APB); CLOV, an input signal which clears
the ASTRAC II overload flip-flops; and A, an output signal
which indicates the completion of each ASTRAC II 1000
millirun COMPUTE-RESET period.

OVLD and CLOV are new

signals which have been added as part of the linkage
project; A is discussed in the ASTRAC II Maintenance Manual
(Eckes 1967a)>

A description of each signal follows.

OVLD--the ASTRAC II overload signal.

OVLD is generated

by logically ORing the outputs of the ko amplifieroverload flip-flops which indicate that the output
voltage of the corresponding amplifier has exceeded
+_ 10 volts.

-3 volts.

When no overload is present, OVLD is at

If one or more of the overload flip-flops

is set, OVLD is at ground.

OVLD is located next to the

patchable PI flags and can be used to interrupt the
PDP-9 for appropriate action when an overload occurs.
CL0V--the input which enables the PDP-9 to clear the
ASTRAC II overload flip-flops.

A ground level--for

example, a control register output--applied to this
input clears the overload flip-flops if the amplifier

I
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overloads are no longer present.

Since CLOV cannot

clear a flip-flop whose corresponding amplifier remains
in its overload condition, some corrective action may
be necessary before the flip-flop can be cleared
(Section 2.2).

Depressing any of the push-buttons on

the ASTRAC II mode control panel will also clear the
overload flip-flops.
7--the ASTRAC II clock flag, the ASTRAC II COMPUTERESET period completion signal.

When ASTRAC II is

operating in the SINGLE RUN mode, the state of signal
A indicates whether a complete COMPUTE-RESET period,
T , has been completed. If it has, A is at ground, and
R
ASTRAC II is ready to begin another run; if the run has
not been completed, A is at -3 volts.

The signal A is

hard-wired to the I/O Skip facility to test for the
ASTRAC II clock skip condition.

A is available on the

LPB in case completion of T^ is to be used to interrupt
the PDP-9.
Rj--the INITIAL RESET signal.

Before iterative compu

tation can be initiated, ASTRAC II must be placed in
the INITIAL RESET state by pushing the INITIAL RESET
pushbutton on the mode control panel.
Rj is at ground.

In this state,

Iterative computation is initiated

and proceeds when R-j. is at -3 volts.

Once ASTRAC II is

in the INITIAL RESET state, R^'s logic level can be
controlled with the START pushbutton on the mode
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control panel or with patching to the ST terminal on
*

the DPB.
R--the ASTRAC II RBSET signal.

R is at ground during

the COMPUTE period and at -3 volts during the RESET
period.

COMPUTE-period length is controlled by the T

thumbwheel switch.
S^--the ASTRAC II periodic sample-hold control pulse.
During computation, S*^* is normally at -3 volts; it is
at ground for 100 milliruns at a time controlled by the
T and t^ thumbwheel switches.
S --the ASTRAC II scan pulse.
ft

During computation, S Q
A

is normally at -3 volts; it is at ground for 100
milliruns at a time controlled by the function switch
and the t^ thumbwheel switch.
R'--the output of subroutine counter C^.

C^ normally

counts the number of computer runs, though it can be
patched as a free counter.

The state of R' is con

trolled by thumbwheel switches n and N.

It is at

ground for n computer runs (count pulses) and at -3
volts for the next (N - n) runs (count pulses).

If the

REPEAT switch on the mode control panel is ON, this
cycle repeats after N runs; if the REPEAT switch is
OFF, R' remains at -3 volts after N runs.
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Patchable PI (Program Interrupt) Flags and PI Switch
This group contains two independent patchable
inputs to the I/O bus PI line.

If a flag input is at -3

volts or is not patched, the flag is DOWN, and the PDP-9
operates without interruption.

If the flag input is at

ground, the flag is UP; and if the PI switch on the ADC
front panel is ON and the PI facility is enabled by the
PDP-9 program, PDP-9 operation is interrupted, and the
interrupt is serviced.

Both flags can be tested by I/O

SKIP (sense) instructions.

In addition, Flag 1 is con

nected to bit 17 of the I/O status register through the PI
switch; thus, an IORS command reads the status of Flag 1
into bit 17 of the accumulator (AC).

In most circumstances,

the flag input must be obtained from a flip-flop which can
be cleared from the PDP-9, either by the I/O Power Clear
signal, the CAF (clear all flags) command, or a free IOT
pulse on the LPB.

In any case, the flag must be cleared

before normal operation can continue.
The PI switch is a toggle switch located on the ADC
front panel.

When the PI switch is ON (up), the ADC flag

and the two LPB flags are connected to the I/O bus PI line,
and Flag 1 is connected to bit 17 of the I/O status word.
When the PI switch is OFF (down), the ADC flag and both LPB
flags are disconnected from the I/O bus PI line, and Flag 1
is disconnected from I/O bus data line 17.

Skip instruc

tions which sense the status of these flags are not
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affected by the PI switch.

The 1/0 skip switch on the ADC

front panel disconnects all interface signals from the I/O
bus Skip Request line.

Use of these switches eliminates

spurious signals on the PI line and the Skip Request line
when operating ASTRAC II independently of the PDP-9.

Inverting DPB-to-LPB Trunk Lines
This group is used to transmit digital signals and
levels from the DPB to the LPB.

The input signal must be

patched to one of the DPB terminations labeled DPB-LPB and
numbered 1 to 7*

A DEC R107 inverter complements the

signal and changes its voltage from CCC level to DEC level.
The inverter output is wired to the corresponding LPB
termination labeled D-L and numbered 1 to 7•

Because the

inverter is in the line, these trunks are necessarily onedirectional.

Data-bus Read-in Gates
This group consists of inputs to 12 read-in gates,
numbered 6 to 17 to correspond to the AC bit into which
each is transferred by a command from the PDP-9.

Each

read-in gate is a DEC R123 two-input NAND gate; one input
is wired to the LPB, and the other is connected to a common
read-in pulse generated on PDP-9 command,

If the LPB input

is patched to a -3 volt level or if it is unpatched, the
read-in pulse reads a 1 into the corresponding AC bit.
ground level is read into the AC as a 0.

A
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Control Register
This group consists of the SET outputs of 12 DEC
R202 flip-flops; the LPB terminations are numbered 6 to 17
to correspond to the AC bit with which each flip-flop is
loaded by a command from the PDP-9.

The level on the 1/0

bus data line and its complement are connected to the flipflop SET and RESET level controls respectively; a common
strobe pulse generated on PDP-9 command jam-transfers the
contents of AC bits 6 to 17 into the corresponding controlregister flip-flops.

On this command, a 1 in the AC causes

the flip-flop SET output to take its -3 volt state.

Inverting LPB-to-DPB Trunk Lines
This group is used to transmit digital signals and
levels from the LPB to the DPB.

The input signal must be

patched to one of the LPB terminations labeled L-D and
numbered 1 to 8.

A CCC DI-30 inverter complements the

Signal and changes its voltage from DEC level to CCC level.
The inverter's output is wired to the DPB's corresponding
termination labeled LPB-DPB and numbered 1 to 8.

Because

the inverter is in the line, these trunks are necessarily
one-directional.

PDP-9 Generated Signals
This group consists of the three PDP-9 internal
timing signals available on the I/O bus, viz., the I/O
Power Clear, I/O Sync, and I/O Run signals.

The I/O Run
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signal is present only if both I/O bus cables are plugged
in.

IOT Signals
This group of twelve outputs includes all the 10T
pulses generated by the four DEC W103 device selectors in
the linkage system.
wired to the LPB.

Only the negative-going IOT pulses are

All the pulses, except two, perform

functions within the linkage system, such as testing the
ADC flag or loading an MDAC register.

The two unused

pulses are generated by the commands 705222 and 705224 and
can be patched at the programmer's discretion to perform
functions such as initiating a single run on ASTRAC II or
pulsing flip-flops on the DPB.

The IOT labeling on the LPB

is interpreted as follows:
1.

In a group labeled 70522X, the X is either 1, 2 ,
or 4 corresponding to the numbering of the LPB
points.

2.

In a group labeled 7050XX, the final X is either
1, 2, or 4 as above.
octal value.

The other X can have any

This is the case because the I/O bus

subdevice lines are not wired to the W103 which
generates these pulses.

If this X is 1, 3, 5, or

7> the AC is automatically cleared when the PDP-9
executes the corresponding instruction.
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5.2

Input/Output Transfer Instructions
This section defines the machine instructions and

mnemonics which operate with the ASTRAC II clock, the
ADMPX, the ADC, the MDACs, and the LPB.
the linkage system are defined here.

All commands for

A summary of linkage

system instructions is presented in Table 5*1 at the end of
this section.

ASTRAC II Clock Flag
When ASTRAC II is operating in the SINGLE RUN mode,
an analog computer run can be initiated only if the ASTRAC
II clock flag is set--i.e., A is at ground.

The status of

this flag is sensed by the instruction:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

ASFC

705021

The next instruction is skipped if
the ASTRAC II clock flag is set.

If the flag is set, one can initiate a single run by
generating one of the free pulses on the LPB and patching
it (through a trunk line) to the ASTRAC II SR input.

ADC Multiplexer
Two instructions are used with, the ADMPX:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

AMPXI

705022

Increment the ADMPX register.

AMPXL

705024

Load the ADMPX register with
AC 16 and 17.
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Analog-to-Digital Converter
Three instructions are used with the ADC:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

AADSF

705001

The next instruction is skipped if
the ADC flag is set.

AADR

705212

Clear the AC and load AC 0 to 11
with the contents of the ADC
register. Clear the ADC flag.

AADC

705044

Clear the ADC flag and initiate an
ADC conversion.

Multiplying Digital-to-analog Converters
Data on I/O bus data lines 0 to 11 are jamtransferred into MDAC buffer registers by the instructions:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

ADA0L

705102

Load MDAC (0) buffer register with
AC 0 to 11.

ADA1L

705122

Load MDAC (l) buffer register with
AC 0 to 11.

ADA2L

705142

Load MDAC (2) buffer register with
AC 0 to 11.

ADA3L

705162

Load MDAC ( 3 ) buffer register with
AC 0 to 11.

Note that a separate IOT instruction is required to load
each buffer register.
Data in a buffer register are shifted into its
device register either by an IOT instruction or by a
ground level patched to LPB inputs DO, D1, D2, D3, or D.
The transfer can be made individually for any of the four
MDACs, or all four buffers can be shifted into their device
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registers simultaneously.

The following IOT instructions

are used in buffer-to-device-register transfers:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

ADA0X

705104

Transfer the contents of buffer
register (0) to device register

(0).
ADA1X

705124

Transfer the contents of buffer
register (l) to device register
<1).

ADA2X

705144

Transfer the contents of buffer
register (2) to device register

(2).
ADA3X

705164

Transfer the contents of buffer
register (3) to device register
(3) •

AOABX

705101

Transfer the contents of all four
buffer registers to their device
registers.

The instructions for loading an MDAC buffer
register and transferring the contents of the buffer
register into the device register can be microprogrammed
so that a single IOT instruction loads AC 0 to 11 into one
of the device registers.

For example, the instruction

705146 loads AC 0 to 11 into the device register of
MDAC (2).

LPB Read-in Gates
The 12 read-in gates are two-input NAND gates whose
outputs are connected to I/O bus data lines 6 to 17.
input to each gate is terminated on the LPB.

One

The digital
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levels patched to the terminations are read into the AC by
the instructiqn:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

ASTR

705012

Clear the AC and load AC 6 to 17
with the logic levels patched to
the LPB read-in gates.

The read-in gates are used' for reading logic or "discrete"
information such as analog computer mode, comparator
states, and patchbay-logic levels into the PDP-9.

Patchable Program-interrupt Flags
Two flag inputs are terminated on the LPB.

A

ground level patched to either flag input causes a program
interrupt.

The PDP-9 normally determines the source of an

interrupt by sequentially checking all device flags with a
chain of skip instructions.

When the interrupting device

has been determined, the program jumps to a subroutine to
service the device*

The LPB flags are tested by the skip

instructions:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

ASFl

705201

The next instruction is skipped if
a ground level is patched to LPB
Flag 1.

ASF2

705221

The next instruction is skipped if
a ground level is patched to LPB
Flag 2.

In addition, Flag 1 is assigned to bit 17 of the status
word facility.

Thus, when the IORS instruction (700312)
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is issued, the status of Flag 1 is read into bit 17 of the
AC where it can be tested.

Note that the 10RS instruction

also reads the status of other device flags into the AC.
Flag 2 is not connected to the status word facility.
The patchable PI flags can be used to interrupt the
PDP-9 for conditions such as- amplifier overload or a level
change at a comparator output.

The service subroutine must

clear the interrupting flag before returning to the main
program.

If no signal is patched to an LPB flag, it is

equivalent to patching a -3 volt level to the flag.

Control Register
The control register consists of 12 flip-flops into
which AC 6 to 17 are jam-transferred by the instruction:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

ACRL

705204

Load the control register with
AC 6 to 17.

An important possible function of the control register is
to allow the PDP-9 to control ASTRAC II's mode.

For

example, by patching between the control register outputs
and the ASTRAC II inputs on the DPB, a control-register
flip-flop can control the INITIAL RESET and START modes.
Other uses of the register are mode control of individual
integrators, control of D/A switch states, and control of
patchbay flip-flops.
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Unused LPB IOT Pulses
The twelve IOT pulses generated by the W103 device
selectors in the linkage system are terminated on the LPB.
Two pulses are not used to perform other functions in the
linkage system and can be patched by the programmer to
perform special functions, such as initiating a single run
on ASTBAC II under PDP-9 control or clearing and setting
flip-flops.

The two free pulses are issued by the instruc

tions:
Mnemonic

Octal Code

Operation Executed

AP2

705222

A 0.4 (Xsec negative-going pulse is
generated at LPB point 705222 at
event time 2.

AP4

705224

A 0.4 (isec negative-going pulse is
generated at LPB point 705224 at
event time 4.
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Tatile 5-1•

Mnemonic
Symbol

Octal
Code

ASTRAC II-PDP-9 Interface Commands

Operation Executed

AMPXL

705024

Load the ADMPX register with AC l6 -17«

AMPXI

705022

Increment the ADMPX channel number.

AADSF

705001

Skip if the ADC flag is set.

AADR

, 705212

Clear the AC and load AC 0-11 with
C(ADC). Clear the ADC flag.

AftDC

705044

Clear the ADC flag and initiate an A/D
conversion.

ASFC

70.5021

Skip if the ASTRAC II clock flag is
set.

ADA0L

705102

Load MDAC 0 buffer register with
AC 0-11.

ADA1L

705122

Load MDAC 1 buffer register with
AC 0-11.

ADA2L

705142

Load MDAC 2 buffer register with
AC 0-11.

ADA3L

705162

Load MDAC 3 buffer register with
AC 0-11.

ADA0X

705104

Transfer MDAC 0 buffer register to
device register.

ADA1X

705124

Transfer MDAC 1 buffer register to
device register.

ADA2X

705144

Transfer MDAC 2 buffer register to
device register.

ADA3X

705164

Transfer MDAC 3 buffer register to
device register.

ADABX

705101

Transfer all MDAC buffer registers to
device registers.

ASF1

705201

Skip if LPB Flag 1 is at ground.
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Table 5»1.--Continued

ASF2

705221

Skip if LPB Flag 2 is at ground.

ASTR

705012

Clear the AC and load AC
(LPB read-in gates).

ACRL

705204

Load LPB Control Register with AC

AP2

705222

Issue unused LPB pulse 705222.

AP4

705224

Issue unused LPB pulse 705224.

6-17

with C

6-17*

CHAPTER 6

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

As a demonstration of the operation and use of the
hybrid computer, this chapter presents solutions to two
representative problems.

The first is a four-parameter

model-matching problem, which illustrates techniques used
in parameter-optimization, parameter-identification, and
boundary-value problems.

The second is an estimation of a

probability density function, which illustrates techniques
used in random-process simulations.' The examples are not
meant to be exhaustive studies of the particular applica
tions; rather they point out how the interface is used in
typical applications and can serve as references for future
users.

For this reason the figures and tables in this

chapter provide a complete description of the patching and
program used in each example.

6.1

Four-parameter Model-matching Example
Many hybrid-computer applications can be reduced to

the problem of finding a parameter combination a,, .... a
1
' n
which minimizes a functional F(a,, ..., a ), such as
l
n
T
J" X^(t; a^, ..., a n )dt
••

0
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13^
Parameter-optimization, parameter-identification, and
boundary-value problems are typical examples.

Here we

discuss a four-parameter model-matching problem in which we
attempt to choose the parameters of a known system having
four free parameters so that its output is as nearly
identical as possible to that of an unknown system.
Similar problems arise in attempting to find a linear
system #hich best approximates a given nonlinear system,
in attempting to develop a model for an actual piece of
hardware, or in attempting to design a system which best
produces a desired response.

Note that in order to

illustrate our method and evaluate the results we must
specify the unknown system; it remains an unknown system
in the sense that the digital computer, which is adjusting
the known system's free parameters and implementing the
modei-matching strategy, is not informed of the make-up of
the unknown system.

Statement of Problem
Our problem can be stated as follows:

given an

unknown system with output y(t), adjust the free parameters
a^ a 2 , a^, a^ of a known system with output x(t) to mini
mize the functional

dt

0

(6.1)
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In particular, the unknown system is specified by the
second order differential Equation
y + ry + ky = 0;

y(0) = y Q , y(0) = y Q

—1
-2
where r = 0.3 sec" , k = 1.0 sec , y Q =6.0 volts, and
jr Q = 0 volts.

The known system is described by the second

order differential equation
x • a 2 x • a^^x = 0;

where values for a^, a 2 , a^,

x(0) = a^, x(0) = a^

are unspecified.

The

problem is to find the particular values of a^, a^, a^>
which minimize (6.1).

Method of Solution
In this illustrative example, a simple randomsearch method is used to determine the best values for the
free parameters.

Boidb systems are simulated on the analog

computer with the free parameters of the known system set

by MDACs under digital-computer control (Fig. 6 .1).
Complete solutions, including the value of F(a., a 0 , a.,

—

l

a^), are computed at a rate of 1000 per second.

^

3

Random

values are given to the free parameters prior to each
solution.

The set of parameter values used and the

performance index obtained during the first solution are
stored in the digital computer as initial best values.
After each successive solution, the performance index is

-10 v

UNKNOWN
SYSTEM

0.6

COMPUTE "F"
TRACK
HOLD

0.3
L-0-

1/2|x-y|
Ak

FROM
DEVICE
REGISTER

10 v.
-10 v-

FROM
DEVICE
REGISTER

ABSOLUTE
VALUE
CIRCUIT

10 v
-X

MDAC

-10 v

MDAC
-X

x(t)

MDAC
-X
FROM
DEVICE
REGISTERS

12
12

KNOWN
SYSTEM

MDAC
Fig. 6.1.

Analog Simulation for Model-matching Example*
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checked to determine if it represents an improvement over
the best previous value.

If so, the performance index and

the corresponding parameter values are stored as new best
values, and the previous best values are discarded; if no
improvement is made, the old values are retained.

The

problem is terminated if no improvement is achieved for a
preassigned number of successive solutions.

The pre-

assigned number of successive failures required for
termination is called the stopping condition (SC).

The

parameter values stored as best values at the time of
termination are taken as the values for which the known
system most closely matches the unknown system.
Figure 6 .2 presents a flow chart of the solution
procedure; a complete listing of the PDP-9 program is given
in Table 6 .1.

During problem initialization, F is set to

its maximum value, so that the first solution always
produces a success.

Random parameter values are generated

by a digital-computer subroutine (N01SG) which produces
l8-bit pseudo-random numbers.

In effect, the subroutine

uses the AC as an l8-bit shift register with modulo-two
feedback yielding maximum-length sequences and shifts 12
places each time it is called.

Only the 12 most signifi

cant bits in the simulated shift register are transferred
to the MDACs.

The analog computer operates in the single-

run mode with integrators of the simulated systems under
control of the RESET signal; one of the free IOT pulses on
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c
FB
NF

START

J

~1
MAX
0

ASSIGN RANDOM
VALUES TO Al,
A2, A3, Ak

I
NF =0, FBxF, ,
A1B=A1, A2B=A2,
A3B=A3, AkB=Ab,

MAKE SINGLE
RUN; COMPUTE
F( Al j • • • |A(l)

YES

NF = NF + 1

AC = 777777
,DISPLAY BEST
MODEL MATCH

Fig. 6.2.

Flow Chart for Model-matching Example

\
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Table 6.1.

PDP-9 Program for Model-matching Example

P 38
/FOUR-PARAMETER

MODEL-MATCHING

EXAMPLE:

/
/ T H I 3 PROGRAM ASSIGNS

PSEUDO-RANDOM

VALUES

TO

THE FOUF:

/ r REE PARAMETERS OF A KN0'*N SYSTEM WHICH I S PATCHED
/THD ANALOG COMPUTER AND THEN INITIATES AN ANALOG/COMPUTER SOLUTION.
AT THE END OF THE SOLUTION THE

ON

/ANALOG COMPUTER INITIATES AN A/D COMVERSION OF T ,
/THE RESULTING PERFORMANCE INDEX.
AT ThE COMPLETION
/OF THE CONVERSION, THE ADC I S READ AUD THE PERFOftfoANCE
/ I N D L X AS T E S T E D FOR SUCCESS OR F A I L U R E .
PARAKFl'ER
/COMBINATIONS WHICH PRODUCE SUCCESSES ARE LAVED.
THIS
/PROCEDURE I S REPEATED UNTIL "SC" SUCCESSIVE FAILURES
/ARE OBTAINED.

/
/PROBLEM INITIALIZATION
/
START

.
CLA

705024

/SELECT

DZM UF0
JMP RESTART

/NF = # OF REPEATED FAILURES
/BEGIN OPTIMIZING.

.0
0
0

/ARRANGE'CONS EC UTI VE
/MEMOHY LOCATIONS FOR
/THESE VARIABLES TO

0
0
0

/SIMPLIFY READ-OUT.
/OF FINAL RESULTS.

500
400100

/STOPPING CONDITION.
/MASK FOR MOD-2 FEEDBACK

000001

/ I N I T I A L RANDOM

ADMPX

#00.

/
N.RUN
FB
A1B
A2B
A3B
A4B
/
SC
MASK
N OI
/
RESTART

/

LAC

(377777)

DAC

FB

DZM

N.RUN

VALUE

/FB t BEST PERFORMAN6E INDEX
/FB(INITImL) = KAXIMUM
/N.RUN = #OF SINGLE RUNS

Table 6.1.—Contimied.

PDP-9 Program for Model-matching
Example

P 46

•

/
/ASSIGN RANDOM PARAMETER
/
R.PAR

JMS
AND

VALUES

NOISG
(377700)

/OBTAIN RANDOM NUMBER.
/DEPOSIT I T I N MDAC 0 0 ,

705106; DAC Al#
JMS NOISG
AND <377730)
705126; DAC
JMS NOISG
705146; DAC
JMS NOISG
705166;.DAC
/MAKE SINGLE RUN;
/
705021

TEST

AS#
A3#

FOR

/RECORD #
/TEST ADC

FLAG.

OF RUNS.
FLAG.

.-1

705212 DAC F.NEG#

/READ - F FROM ADC.
/STORE - F .
/TEST FOR IMPROVEMENT

TAD FB
SPA
JMP FAILURE

/AND PROCEED ACCORDINGLY.

LAC F.NEG
CMA
TAD ( 1 )

/LAST RUN

DAC FB
LAC A l ;
LAC A2;

DAC
DAC

A1B
A2B

WAS SUCCESS.

/STORE F AND PARAMETER
/VALUES FROM LAST RUN
/AS BEST VALUES OBTAINED

LAC A3; DAC A&B
LAC A4; DAC A4B
DZM NF
JMP R.PAR

/SO FAR.

/MAKE ANOTHER

RUN.

LAC

/ L A S T RUN WAS
/ I F NF = SCt

FAILURE.

NF

SAD CC
JMP TERM
ISZ NF
JMP R.PAR

/

ASTRAC CLOCK

/ l i U T i A T E ASTRAC SINGLE
/RUrt WITH LPP IOT PULSE.

N.RUN
705001

FAILURE

IMPROVEMENT
/TEST

LSI

SUCCESS

/REPEAT FOR ALL
/FREE PARAMETERS.

A4#

JMP . - 1
705222

JMP

/AND STORE I T I N Al .

/SET

NF

=

0

/TERMINATE TnE SOLUTION;
/OTHERWISE, INCREMENT NF
/AND

MAKE

ANOTHER

RUN.

l4l
Table 6.1.--Continued.
PA?.
/

/TERMINATE:
/
TERM

PDP-9 Program for Model-matching
Example

DISPLAY BEST SOLUTION

LAC A13
70510S
LAC A£B
70512C
LAC A3B
705145

/DEPOSIT BEST PARAMETER
/VALUES I N MDACS.

LAC A4P
705IS6
,CLC

/PUT

ALL

l ' S IN AC.

705021

/TEST

JMP . - 1
705222
JMP DISPLAY

/ I N I T I A T E ASTRAC SINGLE HUN.
/REPEAT DISPLAY.

/
DISPLAY

ASTHAC CLOCK

FLAG.

/

/PSEUDO-RANDOM JJUKBER GENERATION
/
/SAVE RETURN ADDRESS.
NOISC
XX
LAC <-M)
/U z t OF SHIF'IS (XTAL) .
DAC m
NOISE
L AC NGI
/IEST BITS 0 AND 9 TO
AND MASK
/DETERMINE MOD -2 FEEDBACK.
STL
SAD MASK
JMP SHIFT
CMA
AND WSK
SAD MASK
JMP SHIFT
CLL
SHIFT,
LAC NQ1
PAL
/ S H I F T LEFT ONE PLACE.
DAC N O I
/TEST FOn tj S H I F T S .
ISZ N
JMP NOISE
AND ( 7 7 7 7 0 0 )
/ 0 3 T A I ii 1 2 - B i I N U M B E R .
JMP* NOISC
/RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM.
.END START
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the LPB initiates single runs.

During the RESET period

following each solution, a track/hold circuit holds the
value of the computed performance index for A/D conversion.
The RESET signal initiates the A/D conversion at the start
of the RESET period.
Table 6 .2 lists the necessary patched connections
on the DPB and the LPB.

To run this problem, ASTRAC 11 is

placed in its START operating mode with both the SINGLE RUN
and START pushbuttons illuminated.

The assembled program

of Table 6.1 is loaded and program execution begins at the
location containing the instruction labeled SETUP.

No

further operator intervention is necessary until the problem
is terminated.

Then all the AC lights on the PDP -9 operator

console are illuminated to signal that the solution
procedure has terminated, and the best match achieved is
generated repeatedly for display by ASTRAC II.

The

operator obtains the number of trial runs made (N.RUN),
the best performance index achieved (FB), and the best
parameter values used (A1B, A2B, A3B, A4B) by examining the
corresponding memory locations.

Results and Discussion
The method of solution described above was evalu
ated by running the problem five times and recording the
results.

This evaluation was performed for stopping condi

tions of 500g, 5000g, and 50000g repeated failures and for
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Table 6.2. LPB and DPB Patching in
Model-matching Example

DPB
R

to

Integrator mode control inputs
#3» 4, 8, 13, 14

R

to

DP^ (to trigger scope)

R

to

Integrator mode control input #18

GND

to

SG
>

LPB-DPB #1

to

SR J

R

to

CONV

705222

to

L - D #1

(for single run)

LPB

both two-parameter and four-parameter problems.

In the

two-parameter examples, a^ and a^ were set to their correct
values by bypassing the corresponding MDACs and patching
the values directly.

Table 6.3 presents the results in

octal notation as read from the PDP-9; Table 6.4 lists the
same results in decimal notation to simplify their
interpretation.

Figure 6.3 presents an oscilloscope

display of a typical solution.
The results show that a better match is achieved
when a large number of successive failures (SC) are
required before the solution is terminated.

The results
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Table 6.3«

sc

Model-match Example Results (Octal)

N. RUN

FB

A1B~

A2B

A3B

A4B

Fourparameter
Results
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

500

1002
1723
774
531
606

2434
2534
2170
2000
3324

3742
3474
3455
3724
3607

2010
1246
1206
1546
0722

3143
2075
2175
3076
2120

0605
0714
0715
0644
0554

1.

5000

10752
11012
7714
12033
20125

2000
1020
1764
1120
l4l0

3724
3671
3716
3610
3621

1546
1244
1104
1304
1364

3076
2477
2377
2576
2436

0644
04il
04i6j?
0450
0451

50000

64764
126647
123656
126647
123656

1010
1240
1020
1240
1020

3671
3631
3671
3631
3671

1244
1344
1244
1344
1244

2477
2476
2477
2476
2477

o4n
0451
o4ll
0451
o4n

500

1207
i4o6
1133
503

0270
03k0
o6o4
0324
0224

1142
1107
1206
1162
1125

2337
2237
2175
2377
2237

5000

21616
10373
5504
5441
222JJ1

0140
0150
0140
0200
0140

1175
1215
1212
1201
1175

2277
2334
2334
2274
2337

50000

144277
107721
242650
111633
140672

0120
0120
0120
0134
0120

1171
1154

2337
2277
2334
2337
2334

2.
34.
5-

1.
2.
34.
5.
Twoparameter
Results
1.

2.

nok

34.
51.

2.
34.
51.

2.
34.
5N.B.

1206
1176
1206

All data are in octal. Ideal values are:
AlB = K = 3777, A2B = r = 1146, A3B = x(0) = 2314,
A4B = x(0) = 0000 , FB = 0000.
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Table 6.4.

Model-matching Example Results (Decimal)

SC

N. RUN

FB

A1B

A2B

A3B

A4B

Fourparameter
Results

1.

320

514
979
508
345
390

6.38
6.70
5-59
5.00
8.54

0.985
0.904
0.897
0.979
0.941

0.504
0.331
0.315
0.425
0 .236

0.798
0.530
0 .561
0.780
0.539

0.190
0.224
0.225
0.205
0.178

2560

4586
46l8
4044
5147
8277

5.00
2.58
4.94
2.89
3-79

0.979
0.965
0.976
0.941
0.946

0.425
O.330
O.283
0.346
0 .369

O.78O
0 .656
0.624
0.686
0.639

0.205
0.129
0.132
0.145
0.145

20480

27124
44455
42926
44455
42926

2.53
3.28
2.58
3.28
2.58

0.979
0.950
0.979
0.950
0.979

0.330
0 .361
0.330
0.361
0.330

0.656
0.655
0.656
0.655
0.656

0.129
0.145
0.129
0.145
0.129

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

320

647
774
580
603
323

O .90
1.09
I .89
l.o4
0.72

0.298
0.285
0.315
0.306
0.291

0.609
0.577
0.561
0.624
0.577

1.

2560

9102
4347
3460
3361
9369

0.47
0.51
0.47
0.62
0.47

0.311
0.319
0.317
0.313
0.311

0.603
0.607
0.607
0.592
0.609

20480

51391
36917
83368
37787
49594

0.39
0.39
0.39
0.45
0.39

0.310
0.303
0.315
0.312
0.315

0 .609
0.603
0.607
0.609
0.607

2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Twoparameter
Results

2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
34.
5N.B.

All data are in decimal. Ideal values are:
A1B = k = 1.00, A2B = r = 0.300, A3B = x(0) = 0.600,
A4B = x(0) = 0.000, FB = 0.00 v.

lk6

Vertical scale: 2 volts/cm
Horizontal scale: 100 (isec/cm
Fig. 6 .3*

Typical Solution for Model-matching Example

The solution illustrates the four-parameter model
match in which FB = 2.89.

Ik7
also show that a better match is achieved in the twoparameter problem than in the four-parameter problem.
These conclusions verify expected results of the'method
used.
The results also point out two less obvious facts.
First, the method used to obtain random parameter values
does not enable us to make an exhaustive search of either
the two- or the four-parameter space.

For example,

successive 12-bit parameter values of zero cannot be
obtained from an l8-bit shift register with modulo-two
feedback as used in the NOISG subroutine.

In fact, it can

be shown that, at most, 87,381 distinct combinations of
four parameters are possible using this method.

If a^ and

a^ are limited to positive values (as in our program), the
four-parameter space being searched includes more than
13
7 x 10
distinct parameter combinations, making it very
unlikely that the best set(s) of parameter values will be
found using the NOISG subroutine.

This difficulty can be

reduced by using a longer shift register to generate^
samples, or it can be eliminated through use of a true
random-number generator.
The second point illustrated by the results is the
vast size of the space being searched.

The fact that the

smallest performance index (FB) achieved in the fourparameter case was 2.53 volts while the largest obtained
in the two-parameter case was I.89 volts points this out.
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A consideration of the difficulty involved in finding just
two initial conditions, x(0) and x(0), further illustrates
this point.
tions.

24
There are 2
possible initial-value combina-

14
Only 2
of these provide initial values that are

both within 0.3125 volts of the correct values; thus if all
combinations are equally probable, the chance of having
each initial value within 0.3125 volts of its correct value
3
in any trial is about 1 in 10 .

The requirement of obtain

ing three or four parameters, all within given specifica
tions, further reduces this probability.

Conclusions
Our example illustrates some of the features of the
random-search parameter-optimization method.

The method is

relatively easy to program on the digital computer, and by
taking advantage of the high computing speed of the analog
computer enables us to rapidly obtain an approximate match.
As the results illustrate, the pure random-search method is
not a practical model-matching (optimization) technique; it
is perhaps most useful as a technique for quickly obtaining
an approximate match to the unknown system.

Once the

approximate model is determined, it can be used as a
starting point for a more sophisticated optimization
technique (Gilbert 1967)•

1^9
6.2

Amplitude Distribution Example
In many hybrid-computer applications we compute

statistics of a random process (Korn 1966b).

Averaging,

correlation studies, and amplitude distribution analysis
are typical examples.

This section describes a program

used to study the amplitude distribution of a voltage
available on the analog-computer patchbay.

Our solution

illustrates the use and programming of the program inter
rupt facility and demonstrates an interesting real-time
display technique made possible by the program interrupt.

Statement of Problem
The problem can be stated as follows:

given a

voltage x(t) on the analog-computer patchbay with amplitude
in the range |x(t)| < 10 volts, compute and display the
amplitude distribution of x(t).

The amplitude distribution

curve is a histogram with equal-width class intervals
which represent the voltage range -10 volts < x < 10 volts.
A suitably scaled amplitude distribution curve is an
estimate of the probability density function of x(t).

Method of Solution
This problem involves both computing and displaying
the amplitude distribution curve.

The curve is computed in

the form of a histogram with ^00g equal-width class inter
vals; the column heights are stored in an array (400g
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memory locations) labeled HISTO.

The histogram is computed

as follows:
1.

An analog-computer track/hold circuit samples x(t)
and holds it for A/D conversion.

2.

The sampled voltage is converted to digital form
and read into AC 0-11, using the program interrupt
facility.

The eight most significant bits estab

lish the class interval within which the sample
falls and, when added to the address of the first
memory location in the array HISTO, specify the
address of the memory location holding the column
height of that class interval.
3.

The column height specified by the sample's class
interval- is incremented and step (l) is repeated.

The sampling process is repeated until the number of
samples falling in any one interval equals 3777g* the
largest number that can be displayed by the MDACs.

The

curve is displayed with the aid of two MDACs as an X-Y
oscilloscope plot.

The X-MDAC output voltage sweeps

through ^00g states corresponding to the class intervals;
the Y-MDAC output voltage is proportional to the number of
events falling within each interval.

The X and Y MDACs are

updated simultaneously.
A large percentage of the time required to compute
the histogram is taken up by A/D conversions during which
the digital computer is idle.

By taking advantage of the
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PDP-9 program interrupt facility our program uses this idle
time to provide a dynamic display of the histogram as it
builds up.

The main program is a display routine which

provides a complete display of the histogram approximately
every

6 .5

msec.

This program is interrupted whenever the

A/D converter completes a conversion, approximately every
100 (Isec depending on ADC word length.
be 8-bits or longer for best display.

Word length should
The total number of

samples required depends on the amplitude distribution
under study.
Figure

6.4

procedure; Table

presents a flow chart of the solution

6.5

lists the PDP-9 program, and Fig.

illustrates analog-computer patching.

6.5

Table 6.6 lists all

patched connections on the DPB and the LPB.

Note that

successive samples are held in separate sample/hold
circuits and applied to separate A/D multiplexer channels;
this arrangement eliminates delays due to charging time in
the track mode by allowing one track/hold circuit to track
while the other is holding and vice versa.

Note also that

the ADC and MDACs transfer data with AC 0-11, a fact which
must be considered in addressing and incrementing histogram
columns.

Results and Discussion
The method of solution described above was evalu
ated by obtaining amplitude-distribution curves for a

MAIN PROGRAM:
DISPLAY ROUTINE

INTERRUPT ROUTINE

START

PROGRAM
INTERRUPT

INITIALIZATION

SELECT ADMPX;
INITIATE FIRST
A/D CONVERSION

SAVE AC

READ SAMPLE
VALUE X FROM
THE ADC
K = ADDRESS OF
CLASS INTERVAL

DISPLAY X AND
RELATED Y;
INCREMENT X

INCREMENT Y,
THE NUMBER IN
LOCATION X

YES
NO

X = SC?

YES
INCREMENT MPX
AND INITIATE
A/D CONVERSION

RESTORE AC;
INTERRUPT ON
RETURN TO
MAIN PROGRAM
Fig. 6.4. Flow Chart for Amplitudedistribution Example
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Table 6.5.

PDP-9 Program for Amplitude-distribution
Example

P 36
/THIS PROGRAM I S USED TO GENERATE A HISTOGRAM.
/DATA I S OETAINED FROM THE ADC USING ThE PROGRAM
/INTERRUPT FACILITY.
ALTERNATE DATA SAMPLES FOR
/THE ADC ARE APPLIED TO ADMPX 00 A4D ADMPX 0 1 .
/THE TRACK/HOLD CIRCUITS SUPPLYING ADMPX 00 AND 31
, /ARE UNDER CONTROL OF " A 0 " AND "NOT A0" RESPECTIVELY.
/LPB OUTPUTS "7050X4" AND " A l " ARE PATCHED TO " X I "
/AND " 2 " RESPECTIVELY.

/
/INITIALIZATION. ROUTINE
/
SETUP
CAL 0
16

705001
A2DFLG
DbX

/SETUP HANDLED TO SERVICE
/ADC ON A PROGRAM INIEhfiUPT
/BASIS.

/
TAG1

LAC ( 1 )
705024
705212

/SELECT ADMPX k) 1
/CLEAR ADC FLAG.

/

CLEAR

LAC
DAC
LAV
> DAC
XX
iSZ
1SZ
JMP

<DZM KISTO)
CLEAR
-400
COUNT#

/CLEAR THE ARRAY LABELED
/ " HISTO" .

CLEAR
COUNT
C LEA ft

/
ION
705044

/
>

/

/IURN INTERRUPT ON..
/ I N I T I A T E FIRST CONVERSION
/AND INCREMENT TO ADMPX 00
/THRU LPB PATCHING.
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Tabic 6. *3 .--Continued. PDP-«.) l'rojrrnin for Amplitudedistribution Example
P 43
/
/DISPLAY ROUTINE

/
BEGIN

YLOC

DZM X#
LAC (LAC rilSTO)
DAC YLOC
XX
705122
iSZ YLOC
LAC X
705102
705101
TAD INCRX
SAD X f i i A X
JMP c£Gl N
DAC X
J MP YLOC

/INTERRUPT ROUTINE
/
A2DFLG
DAC SAVEAC#
705212
XOR SIGN
CLL
LRS 12
TAD (HISTO)
" DAC TEMP
LAC* TEMP
TAD INCRY
DAC* TEMP
SAD YMAX
TAG2
JMP . + 2
705044

LAC* ( 0 )
DAC RETURN#
LAC SAVEAC
iON
DER
JMP* RETURN

/PREPARE FOR DISPLAY OF
/FIRST COLUMN OF THE
/HISTOCf.AM.
/GET VALUE OF Y .
/LOAD Y-MDAC BUFFER.
/COMPUTE rtEXi
YLOC.
/C?ET VALUE OF X .
/LOAD X-MDAC BUFFER.
/'MDAC LUFFEh-TO-DEvtfCE XFER,
/COMPUTE NEXT X .
/CHECK FOh X(WAX).
/ R a i i ' i l T i r t L U E DISPLAY.
/ S U R E NEAT X .
/START DISPLAY OF NEXT
/COLUMN OF hiSTOGr.AM.

/SAVE AC.
/READ ADC.
/ORDER THE COLUMNS ( - TO + > .
/DETERill NE WHICH COLUMN
/OF hlSTOGKAM TO INCREMENT.

/INChEMENT I T .
/CHECK FOR OVERFLOW.
/ I N I T I A T E NEXT CONVERSION,
/AND INCREMENT ADMPX
/THRU LPE PATChiNG.
/GET RETURN LOCATION.
/RESTORE AC.
/TURN INTERRUPT ON.
/RETURM TO f'iAi N f'hOGRAM.

4
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Table 6.5*—Continued. PDP-9 Program for Amplitudedistribution Example
P 13
/
/CONSTANTS
/
HISTO
.BLOCK 400
/RESERVE 400 CXTAL)
/LOCATIONS FOK hiSTCGKAft.
0
TEMP
INCRY
100
377700
YMAX
INCRX
1009
XKAX
400000
SIGN
400000
/
END SETUP

J
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x(t)

A0
TO
""ADMPX 0

TO
ADMPX 1

MDAC 0

-10 v

FROM
DEVICE
REGISTERS

'12
/ is

+ 10 v
-10 v

Fig. 6.5.

TO SCOPE
Y INPUT

MDAC 1

TO SCOPE
"X INPUT

Analog Simulation for Amplitudedistribution Example
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Table 6.6. LPB and DPB Patching for
Amplitude-distribution Example

LPB
7050X4

to

XI

A1

to

2

A0

to

L-D 1

LPB-DPB1

to

INVERTER 5

LPB-DPB1

to

INTEGRATOR 38

DPB
to

INTEGRATOR 39

square wave, a sine wave, a triangle wave, and for Gaussian
noise.

Figures 6.6 to 6.9 present typical curves obtained

in each case; these curves agree in form with expected
results.

Three factors revealed in the tests are especially

noteworthy and are discussed below.
Perhaps the most striking feature of these tests is
the dynamic display of histogram growth with increasing
number of samples.

This suggests that a program providing

a dynamic display of the effect of increasing number of
samples on the probability density function estimate (a
relative frequency distribution curve or normalized ampli
tude distribution curve) would provide an informative

Vertical scale: 2 volte/cm
Horizontal scale: 1 volt/cm
Fig. 6.6.

Amplitude Distribution of Square Wave

nn»

Vertical scale: 2 volts/cm
Horizontal scale: 1 volt/cm
Fig.

6.7.

Amplitude Distribution of Sine Wave
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OtUIM

Vertical scale: 2 volts/cm
Horizontal scale: 1 volt/cm
Fig. 6.8.

Amplitude Distribution of Triangle Wave

m«3 »

Vertical scale: 2 volts/cm
Horizontal scale: 1 volt/cm
Fig. 6.9«

Amplitude Distribution of Gaussian Noise

2
The noise signal has 0 volt mean and 2 (volt)
variance.
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insight into the effect of sample size on density function
estimates.
Another impressive feature of the tests is the ease
and simplicity with which the distribution curves are
obtained for any type of waveform.

Once the basic sampling

circuit of Fig. 6.5 is set up one can, for instance, study
the effects of modulation or nonlinear filtering on the
amplitude distribution simply by generating suitable
signals, x(t), on the analog computer.
Finally, the tests indicate that this method of
computing amplitude distribution curves magnifies A/D
converter errors and thus provides a useful, particularlystringent test of A/D converter accuracy.

This is espe

cially evident when computing a uniform amplitude dis
tribution, such as that of the triangle wave.

If x(t) is

a low-frequency triangle wave, histogram column-heights
should be directly proportional to the widths of corre
sponding class intervals.

In this example, class-interval

widths are determined by the ADC; variations in the spacing
of ADC switching points, termed linearity or differential
linearity< appear as unequal histogram column heights.
Figure 6.8 clearly illustrates the effects of the poor .
linearity of our converter on the accuracy of the amplitude
distribution curve.

The successive approximation con

verter, the type used in this evaluation, is especially
prone to linearity errors (Digital Equipment Corporation

l6l
1967b); the problem can be overcome by using a ramp-type
ADC (Goltz 1968) or by using a more accurate successive
approximation converter.

Conclusions
This example points out the power provided by the
hybrid computer for performing statistical studies.
Perhaps its most fascinating aspect is the dynamic charac
ter of the solution and the insight into the statistical
process made possible by combining the analog computer's
high speed with the digital computer's memory and storedprogram capability.
equally important.

/

The ease in obtaining results is
A disturbing fact for the present is

_

'

the poor linearity of our successive approximation A/D
converter; this problem can be minimized with an improved
A/D converter and should not cause unsatisfactory results
in most applications.

CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1

Development of the Interface
The results of this project include the design of

the interface logic and the 12-bit MDAC, modifications to
ASTRAC II and the ADC, construction and debugging of the
interface, and solution of two example problems.

At the

start of the project, ASTRAC II characteristics were wellknown and documented, but we had no experience at all with
the PDP-9» which had just been purchased.

PDP-9 documenta

tion became available at the start of the project, though
the computer itself was not delivered until six months
later.

The project has taken twenty months to complete,

with approximately equal time spent in (l) becoming
acquainted with the PDP-9 and designing the interface
logic, (2) designing and building the MDACs, and (3)
/

debugging, modifications, and documentation.

Student

technicians spent five man-months over a fifteen month
period building the complete interface.

7• 2

Aspects of Interface Design
The design of the interface includes—two aspects:

specification and implementation.

The specifications are

related to intended applications and reflect the extent to
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which each computer is to control the other and the manner
in which data are to be transferred between computers.

The

implementation, assuming suitable A/D and D/A converters
are available, consists of determining the input/output
structure of each computer and using this information to
design combinational and sequential logic circuits to per
form operations necessary to satisfy the specifications.
In effect, we view each computer from the vantage point of
the interface and determine the output signals which each
supplies and the input signals which each accepts; then we
design circuits which use these signals to implement the
specifications.

7•3

Problems Encountered
Two particularly vexing problems were encountered

in the course of this project; one involved the design of
the MDAC, and the other concerned transmission of signals
over the PDP-9 I/O bus.

The MDAC design required con

siderably more time than was originally planned.

This can

be traced to the inherent difficulty in designing a 12-bit
MDAC which operates with the relatively very low impedances
used in the wideband ASTRAC II computer and, to a lesser
extent, to the space limitations imposed by the size of the
shielded cans in which the MDACs must be mounted at the
rear of the analog-computer patchbay.
discussed at the end of Chapter k.

This problem is

The problem involving
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the I/O bus came to light in testing the A/D converter
read-in instruction, when it was found that, on occasion,
certain non-zero numbers were read-in as zero.

The diffi

culty was eventually traced to the I/O bus and eliminated.
The PDP-9 specifications limit the length of the I/O bus to
50 feet; its length exceeded 50 feet when the difficulty
was encountered.

7•4

Future Developments
While this project has been highly successful,

further development and improvements are possible.

Con

tinuing effort is needed in the areas of hybrid-computer
software development and full utilization of PDP-9 hardware
capability.

A new or improved A/D converter is needed.

Further MDAC study and development should yield improved
performance and permit easier fabrication.
The development of new software to support the
hybrid computer is a very important consideration (McGhee
and Lew 1965, Anderson 1968).

At present, the system

operates within the PDP-9 Monitor environment (Digital
Equipment Corporation 1968b); however, the user must write
programs in the PDP-9 Macro-assembler language (Digital
Equipment Corporation 1967a), using the instructions
presented in Chapter 5.

This limits the user* to a large

extent, to programming in the assembler language.

A wider

variety of users and applications will be attracted to the
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hybrid computer if software is available which permits the
user to employ special macros in assembler programs or to
write programs in a higher level language such as FORTRAN.
For example, he could then use WRITE and READ statements in
FORTRAN programs or .WRITE and .READ statements in macro
programs to load the MDACs or to initiate a number of A/D
conversions and read-in the results.

Hybrid-computer soft

ware is now being developed for the interface.
At present, the interface operates by means of
program-controlled transfers and/or program interrupts.

It

does not make use of—special PDP-9 hardware features, such
as data channel transfers, add-to-memory, direct memory
access, or automatic priority interrupt, though these
features are well-suited to some applications (Korn 1968).
The add-to-memory capability could be employed to eliminate
programming effort in amplitude-distribution computations.
Data channel transfers can simplify black transfers, such
as the'results of a sequence of A/D conversions.

Direct

memory access, used in conjunction with MDACs and high
speed, low resolution A/D converters, makes hybrid-computer
generation of analog functions feasible, even in repetitive
analog computer operation.

Use of the automatic priority

interrupt feature.can guarantee fast response to analogcomputer-generated service requests when interrupts can be
initiated by a number of separate devices.

Efforts are now
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under way to take advantage of the special hardware
features of the PDP-9.
One element of the interface which needs to be
improved is the HoneyweXl Computer Control Division A/D
converter.

Its 1^0 ^sec conversion time is long when

compared to the times available in recent commercial
converters.

In fact, if four conversions are required

following a single analog-computer solution, conversion
time can exceed solution time in applications such as
optimization.

In addition, to take full advantage of the

special hardware.features, mentioned above, a much shorter
conversion time (e.g., 5-25 ^sec) is necessary.

The

present A/D converter suffers from accuracy problems with
respect to linearity and monotonicity; both problems can be
reduced by replacing the D/A network of the present con
verter.
Because of the MDAC's importance and widespread
application in hybrid computation, its continuing develop
ment is necessary.

Since the present interface MDAC was

designed, a number of designs which promise improved
performance and simpler fabrication have been suggested.
They are discussed at the end of Chapter 4.
Finally, only through feedback from users can it be
determined if our specifications are sufficiently flexible
and easy to use to accommodate future applications.

In

addition to those discussed in Chapter 6, a number of
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applications which employ the hybrid computer are now being
studied.

These include:

(l) a study of signal extraction

from noise using a signal-enhancement technique (graduate
term paper), (2) a study of Pontryagin type optimal control
problems (M.S. thesis), and (3) a study of optimization of
statistics (Ph.D. dissertation).
been very satisfactory.

To date, the results have
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